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Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?
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Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

1

Sharing sustainble knowledge

Reduce traffic on Great Ocean Rd. Anglesea
cannot handle " thousands of visitors"

Environmental/sustainable construction and
interpretation

2

revegetation

timeframes

bird monitoring

3

The whole lot. A fantastic project for the area.

Wheelchair access?

The whole lot

4

Nothing...it looks fantastic!

Opportunities for performing arts integration

5

Education for young people; access to a
beautiful part of the world for more than a
chosen few
Conservation

Structural aesthetic

What plants would be used

6

The use of the otherwise unused site

From what I have heard all elements so far
seem to be perfect

Employment! I am a strong believer in what
they have done in Cornwall, and am so
pleased to have something similar coming to
my local area

7

Rehabilitation of the mine site. An inspiring
destination which will benefit the town's image
and viability.

Commitment to using local skills, and
resources where possible. Assume will be
"environmentally friendly" during construction
and when opened. Referrals to/from local
businesses. No light pollution at night.

Which part of the Alcoa site would it occupy?
How would it (positively or negatively) affect
other proposed uses for the area?

8

using the site and beautifying the area

Not sure it fits with the small village of the
town

n/a

9

Opening minds and attitudes towards caring
for our Earth, giving hope we can survive in
an increasingly hostile climate, celebrating
biodiversity and its benefits, sustainability
education and demonstration, regenerating
damaged land.

I dont have a full picture of the project, but
hope that it would use 100% renewable
energy and materials to show us the full
transformation from fossil fuels to
renewables/zero waste is possible. A focus on
opportunities for local and young people will
also be critical to empower them.
Understanding our indigenous flora and fauna
also critical and how they support our health,
wellbeing and even existence is greatly
needed. I wonder if 4 hectares is enough
space !

As a horticulturalist, I am very interested in
the planting design.

10

Rehab of the mine site which would appear to
provide something unique for locals and
visitors to enjoy

I don’t know enough details

I missed the two information sessions and
would welcome the opportunity to attend
another one

11

Tourism economy however with respect for
healthland and the Anglesea community

It will be important to reflect on how the
character of Anglesea will be respected

Whether large number of visitors will go into
and potentially overwhelm Anglsea - I was
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impressed by Tim's comments about this
being at the choice of Anglesea

12

sensitive use of land, education about the
GOR,

I am very concerned about the road access
and don't want traffic to flow from the project
to Camp Road into the town (it's already very
congested in summer). I think it needs a
dedicated road going to and from the GOR.

I am interested in developments in the design,
the river, road access, fire prevention
measures

13

Keeping natural environment

I believe the four elements are excellent and
would like to see a fifth element added being
the Australian fauna and wildlife.

The possibility of adding the fifth element

14

environmental messages

Scale - it's toob big for our township

scale, & the rest of Alcoa's development plans
for the other areas so we can see how it all
fits together. I cannot support the Eden
Project without this information & results of
past consultations with Alcoa.

15

Giving back to the environment.

Great ideas. The more trees and plants the
better. Plants/areas to represent all parts of
the world.

Wider community and student involvement.

16

rehabiliatation, jobs, diversification of tourism
attractions to encourage all year round visitors

The single biggest limitation is the access.
This is a extremely high fire risk area. The
Anglesea road is so busy and already
experiences major tail backs. During peak
holidays, how will this site be accessed and
not adversely impact on existing local,
commercial and tourist traffic as well as in an
emergency? During bush fire season, how
realistically can this be managed? The
second issue is low rainfall. The concept
deignes show lots of greenery. However the
new project will need to be drought proof. This
isnt Cornwall where it rains 6 days out of 7.

nothing at this stage

17

Inspiring, immersive, educational, uplifting, an
access base to positive examples and
information of the environment. Benefits and
highlights the local environment as well as
globally.

The preview looks good. I would like to be
involved in creating content that incorporates
digital displays with original artifacts, with an
artistic flare, to engage further and
compliment the other elements already
outlined and listed. Including: incorporating
the geology of the area, from the start to
today, and featuring the wonder of the local

Everything. I would like to be as involved and
informed as possible please.
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plants in large-scale detail. To further
educate and inspire via another mode of
learning that would compliment the design
and features, be equally valuable, and deliver
the wonder via presenting the information in a
new, entertaining, understandable and “wow”
way. It would be perfect for the vision you are
creating and have created.
18

It could be very beautiful, provide safe nesting
sites if an island is included and could provide
extra visitors to the area if a paddle/rowing
course was included in the design.

Please include a purpose built addition of a
2km rowing course using natural appearing
amphitheater design for the finishing area.
Currently there is no international standard
rowing course in Victoria. The main
infrastructure of toilets and car parking would
be there anyway. A natural appearing
amphitheater could be constructed at the
finish line. This could also double as an outdoor theatre/performance venue particularly if
situated on the southern site of the lake
looking north, much as the ancient Greeks
built their amphitheaters to make the most of
the natural environment.

19

Education chasing action to mitigate against
the effects of global warming

Include animals and marine creatures of the
area.

A new road from Forest Road past the site to
a point neat Urquharts Bluff

20

engagement of people of diverse ages,
ethnicity and rural/urban experience with the
natural environment

N/a

Interface with local community growth is a
flawed premise for wellbeing of communities.
Eco benefits to a few can come at the
expense of other environmental values and
the social and environmental carrying
capacity of our local community

21

its a productive use of an area of anglesea
that has in the past been unconsidered

access to the park needs to be free and easily
accessible for local residents of the area. For
it to be a community installation, it needs to
be readily accessible by the community.

power generation - the park is clearly going to
need energy - what facilities will it provide
towards self sufficiency.

22

None. Would prefer the land gets regenerated
back to what it was before people destroyed
the ecology so they could make money. Here
we go again!

To delete the concept entirely. By the
way...what does everyone think about our
already cluttered roads in holiday times.
There is insufficient infrastructure to support
this in any scale. How about letting people

To hear it’s been cancelled and the bush will
be regenerated instead of someone needing
to make money out of that land
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experience the actual flora, fauna and
landscape of Anglesea by being in it??
23

Increased well being for people. Biodiversity,
soil quality, educational benefits

The project is too big a jump for conservative
govts, companies, business. Is it achievable?

I want to know how will the project integrate
into the strengths of the Angelsea community

24

It would be amazing to have an Eden Project
in our area. Having visited the project in
Cornwall I couldn’t even imagine how
wonderful it would be. As a horse rider in the
area I am concerned the area is preserved
and used in a manner that is beneficial for all.
Also as a horticulturist the benefits are huge.
It would create employment and tourism.
engagement with visitors on the GOR who
might otherwise miss the deeper connection
to place

Have not studied it enough to comment but
am concerned about access as the road into
Anglesea gets bottlenecked during summer
as it is. But in saying that nothing that can be
overcome as benefits are huge.

The progress of the developing issues

nfrastructure will need to be sutainable, light
on the earth, and to keep the entire project to
a scale and size which doesn't overburdern
Anglesea

commitment and funding

25

26

1. Detailed traffic management plans for the
huge increase in use of Anglesea's already
problematic traffic situation. 2. Plastic use
policy and best practice reduction of rubbish
plans. 3. Noise level policy and procedures to
protect and maintain the close neighbouring
locals continued peaceful living standards.

27

Please look elsewhere. This will spoil our
beautiful small community

How to partition this further.

28

Earth and Water

Fire

All

29

Rehabilitation of a mine site, education and
awareness - particularly in promoting
Wadawurrung culture
Everything. It should relate strongly to the
community's desire to reinvigrate the natural
environment and educate future generations.

There is no mention of the Wadawurrung
people

Inclusion and involvement of Wadawurrung
people

You should consider the Domes. The setting
of the former mine is very similar to Cornwall
and is tucked behind the township by the
coast. It would be fantastic to see a built form
outcome like that. The landscape setting
could accomodate this type of development.

Everything.

we need moor education about our
environment and how to take care of it

it hasn't started . so i don't know

all of it .

30

31
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32

Education

I think the natural water area could be used
more dynamic. The Eden Project being set on
the surfcoast, the lake could incorporate a
wave generator for recreation and educational
purposes, Wave dynamic study, effect on
coastal erosion due to sea level rise etc etc

Once proposed ideas are clearer then it would
be appropriate to have more information

33

that it will educate future generations on the
environment and surroundings. It would be a
great place to take schools kids on excursions

night attractions and possibly including 'sky'
as well, like including stars watching and
further universe understanding

possibly how it will operate and costs
associated with running the place. We loved
Gardens By the Bay Singapore.
Transportation to the place would be ideal as
well.

34

Educational

I don't know enough about the project yet but
looks great

Integration with Indigenous concepts, sounds
intriguing and very beneficial

35

Education and art

Nil

Nil

36

The potential rejuvenation of the area, and
recreation opportunities

Add provision for mountain biking/hiking trails

The commercial aspirations of the project
(potential accomodation/paid sites/shops

37

Educational aspects of the project

The element of fire could be explored with
huge educational and really fun potential

Would like to stay informed as the project
progresses

38

It will turn a blight on the landscape into
something really beautiful. It will be a great
place to visit and for the local schools to go to.
We would be really lucky to have something
so inspiring in our community.
Need more information

Public transport to the site. include local
endemic species like the anglesea grevilea

Timing and how I can get involved. I would
like the local schools to be involved too. My
child is in school in Aireys and hadn't heard
about it.

Need more information

Costs, who pays, what is the contribution from
Alcoa, corporate structureroate stucture

See above.

Plans re minimising impact (traffic, crowding
etc) on Anglesea and surrounds

41

Though the initial preetation of the concept
seem exciting, it's very 'airy-fairy' and vague
in its current fiorm. It is, therfore, impossible to
comment on specific elements - as there are
none.e
All of the above is good,will bring tourism

Not sure but its good

?

42

Seeking to stablise the local environment

I think it should outline the impact that open
cut mining may have on an environment but
also explain the process of reclaiming the
land and ecosystems within it

Is the theory of evolution the only perspective
presented to the audience for reasoning of
existence. Will the concepts of creation be
included as both Indigenous and Biblical
theory outlines creation. Will these ideas and

39
40
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43

Cleaning up the hole in the ground

Build a road around the back to take traffic
away from town

The whole thing

44

The transformation of a damaged site into
something that is valuable on a number of
different levels.
It is a Win for the Enviroment and it will
benefit the Anglesea.
The way it fit into the environment and the
way it meets all the community concern of
sustainability, low impact and environmentally
friendly. That is educational and meets our
native heritage and culture of water, fire and
earth.
Rehabilitation of the mine site to its polar
opposite, an educational centre for
environmental awareness. Painting the larger
picture through the mfour main elemental
themes is neat.

The water zone, could have more happening
with lighting, etc.

All of the project.

The acess road to the site.

Access to the site and enployement for locals

I think of the way that it will fit into our small
village and relate to existing business and
community. I think the concept has to engage
outside the site itself which you may have in
your vision.

The concept of the main structure which is not
talked about

If there was a way for visitors to actively
participate in the rehabilitation process, such
as by planting trees, that would forge a sense
of connection to place and reinforce your
values.

Whilst it is clearly an attractive venture for the
transient visitors travelling the Great Ocean
Road, is there tangible benefits to the
Anglesea community aside from economic?

48

showcasing the natural environment and
moving on from the environmental damage
caused by the mine

How it links to the township

How the surf coast shire will ensure that the
project goes ahead and they dont put any
planning barriers in its way

49

Redevelopment in line with what I hope is
local community expectations

Maybe not improved but would like more
clarity about infrastructure needs and
potential traffic solutions

See above

50

The environmental education

51

Education and conservation

Trail running, walking tracks

Traffic management people bring cars,
Anglesea Rd crawls when traffic is heavy,
how will people get access to this without
blocking town access

52

Water and earth both harness the surrounding
draw cards and provide an opportunity to
education and highlighting of the amazing
landscape qualities we are surrounded by.

Fire concept is great and I know it is
challenging to harness the opportunities of
fire, however there may be more opportunities
to explore and hero fire on the site (especially
given the impact fire has on the Australian
landscape and native flora and fauna)

Air

45
46

47

Environmental education
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An opportunity to transform the current site
into a world class eco tourism place to share
the beauty that is Anglesea.

Whilst I have not been able to attend the
information sessions I believe I read
somewhere that there is not any consideration
for accommodation. I feel short term
accommodation could be considered for both
education and tourism. Experience the four
elements after dark.

Timing, infrastructure, how it will be managed
long term, impacts to local businesses,
opportunities for employment.

Go elsewhere. ‘Eco’ Tourism is an oxymoron.
Stop the BS spin. Come down the highway in
peak season and enjoy the 2 hour already
existent traffic snarl. Leave the coast alone
and do this in a deserted area that needs the
visitors. We have the beaches thanks. I’d like
to be able to get to them.

The date of withdrawal of the project

54

55

If any developments are going to happen the
Eden Project would the best senorio for
Anglesea.

I would like assurance that retail cafes etc
would be restricted

Is the so called affordable housing something
the Eden Project is encouraging to house
their workers. Also I am concerned that
Messmate track gets open to traffic to the site
in the future. Traffic to our area is a great
concern to Harvey Street residents

56

A valuable re-imagining of a ravaged area
which will showcase the local environment
and educate public.
A facility which respects the local
environment, as well as educating visitors on
environmental issues would be fantastic. I
also love the concept of turning a devastated
environment into something beautiful and
cherished because of its natural assets.

Love the concept but concerned about the
flow of extra people/traffic it will generate.

projected traffic flow/management to preserve
small town feel of Anglesea.

Unfortunately there is a level of distrust
amongst the community of a consultation
process involving Alcoa. I worry that this ma
transfer to Eden and think the Eden Project
might be better received if it was presented
separate from Alcoa.

Traffic management in Anglesea...this is
already a problem in the busy season.

58

Redevloping the area

the roads network wont handle the traffic and
the area will be spoilt by hotels more
residential buildings

how you propose to maintain the integrity of
Anglesea and manage the traffic issues

59

If we have to have something - best in the
world seems good. Liked that it could be kept
separate from town. Hinted at solving the
road/traffic problem of extra visitors.

Impact on town must be minimal but positive.
2 Solving the already out of control traffic
issues of extra volume. Subject matter should
major on world class heathland and its
inhabitants. 3. what will then draw visitors
down the GO Road? Need a "final" stage or
element at Portland or similar - otherwise

Design, Scale, Traffic Management,
separating town from negative impact

57
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people will visit Eden and go home, missing
the wonder of the real world.
60

the rehabilitation on the vegetation.

more detail.

all of it.

61

the whole concept is remarkable

no thoughts at this point

Accommodation and road access

62

Rehabilitation of a degraded area.

More roads with multi language signage for
safety in a bushfire area. Public transport.
Encouragement for visitors to use retail areas
in Anglesea town.

Funding for the project

63

The Surf Coast region has been in need of a
significant ecotourism/ adventure recreation
hub for many years. This Eden Project
proposal is a tested idea, located on a parcel
of Alcoa land that is primed for appropriate
development since the closure of the coal
mine in 2015.

Based on my knowledge of the Alcoa mine
site, the township of Anglesea, the Great
Otway National Park, Great Ocean Road and
the broader parcel of Alcoa lease land, the
proposal seems well considered in terms of
appropriate land use. I'm now interested in
the finer detail of how the project would
practically roll out, including specifics around
timeline and what would be required for the
proposal to get the green light. Success can
only have a net positive impact for Anglesea
and the broader Surf Coast/ Great Ocean
Road region. Not to mention, it is clearly a
project of national significance.

As a permanent local resident, I am most
interested in the short, medium and longterm
impact on local residents, especially during
the building/ construction phase. In addition,
once the project is up and running, what are
the projected visitation numbers, how will
these impact on traffic flows, what additional
pressure will be on existing community
infrastructure, what will be the broader
impacts on beaches and bushland, especially
during the already busy peak tourist season?
In addition, the local community stands to
significantly benefit in terms of broader
benefits of increased tourism numbers and
the associated spin off opportunities that will
arise for operators, local businesses,
accomodation providers, food and beverage
outlets etc - I'd like to know more information
about these things.

64

Amazing use of the mine together an very
valuable addition point of interest for grear
ocean road
Environmental benefit, potential for
horticultural education

Too early to say but I full consideration of
managing traffic will be a vital element

Traffic

have big domes like in cornwall, they are
instantly impressive and very iconic

layout, plant varieties

Creating an economically sustainable project
whilst being linked to remediation of the mine
site
Environmentally sustainable and exciting step
forward - turning a liability into a major asset
for the region

I think the access issues stand out for further
clarification

I am happy to wait for details to emerge from
the consultation process.

Incorporating the work of Mt Rothwell in some
way would be amazing and befitting of the
Anglesea area

Q3 cont... there is significant community
distrust of Alcoa and with that may come
some scepticism- I hope the community can

65
66

67
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see the value of this proposal and properly
get behind it. I am hopeful they will.

68

World class eco destination

As it is an outside organisation if needs to be
done in partnership with current destination
based eco education centres

Concept design consultation and partnership
approach

69

Region economy and education.

70

The ability to turn a disused mine into
something beautiful

There is plenty of land to make better roads in
and out for the visitors

71

improving knowledge of local species, by
working with Parks Vic and other local
environment groups

Lake. Make it more interactive, rowing,
paddleboarding, smallboat sailing, picnicing
on island destinations, or jetties, create reed
beds and erect island cottages for nature
lovers, accessible by boat = Loosdrecht in
Holland, cycling, exploratory trails, 1.family 2.
Cross country3. liesure long-distance cycling Kronamuller Park , Holland, Walking tracks, 3
levels, for short for family, longer to view point
and another for fit people, Zoological
concepts - ideas from Melb. Zoo, Aboriginal
bush-skills taught, restaurant at water's edge,
starting with breakfast with the birds! cafe
too,name project - GREAT OTWAY
INTERPRETATION PARK - in short ensure
that it is a low-key interpretive park which
directly interacts with people and animals,
maintaining the health of both

Surveys on effect on Anglesea township and
residents, how it will effect the GOR numbers
of visitors, how will the numbers of cars be
reduced? how will the adverse effect on the
ambience and identity of Anglesea be
handled?

72

I just attended your community consultation.
The parts of your vision that stand out for me
are "destination for immersive education and
experiences which celebrate the local ecology
and tell a story of sustainability",
"environmental and social regeneration",
"fusion of science and wonder". I would love
to see an Eden Project in Anglesea. I
particularly like your vision for Eden Sequoia
as "natures classroom". I would love to
understand if this is part of your concept for
Anglesea given the number of children who
come on camp to Anglesea every year. I also
like the work you have done in getting kids

I hope the message you take away from the
session is how deeply locals love and care
about their community and the environment.
We live in a truly beautiful part of the world. I
think there is a valid fear about the impact of
mass tourism on the Great Ocean Road.
We've all seen what has happened to the 12
apostles, we see the thousands and
thousands of buses pull up at Bells and drive
off, we live with the traffic jams in Anglesea on
weekends and school holidays that stretch to
the tip. We've seen developments insensitive
to place like the chocolate factory. I think
governments and councils love your stats on

I really hope you can make this happen. I
think there is a massive opportunity to have a
significant environmental and social impact.
Please keep me informed.

Interactive attractions and simulators.
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outside, nature play and the impact of nature
on health. I would love to see you bring some
of your learnings from your other international
projects to Anglesea so that we can learn
from and build on them.

jobs created and visitor numbers. I think
locals want to understand that you connect
with our place and recognise how special,
unique and beautiful it is. At the moment it is
still a bit hard to visualise how your concept
supports this.

73

Education and rehabilitation of environment

The lake seems unachievable

Disruption to residents

74

Rehabilitation and tourism

No comment

Need to be informed as the project proceeds

75

Making good use of the mine site, education,
tourism and employment opportunities.
environmental and sustainability
education/information.

Need to reassure the negative/selfish
members of the community re traffic and
impact on local resources. an issue for
employment is going to be affordable housing
within a reasonable distance.

76
Environmental

Unsure

Excited to learn more about all elements

77

Jobs for up to 300 people. Educating people
of all ages.

Roadways in and out of the area need to be
considered. Sealed road in and out from East
and West directions.

Nothing at this stage.

78

getting people to interact with nature and
understand the importance of the link with
health and climate action

linkages in the landscape and benefits
beyond boundaries. trail linkages and usages
beyond the boundary and partnerships with
other land managers

Goals and visitor projections

79

Sustainability, tourist attraction, jobs creation.

unsure

How they intend to address the traffic
concerns

80

Complimenting the natural environment and
rehabilitation of native flora and fauna

Ensuring increased traffic doesn’t negatively
impact the kangaroos on our area (don’t want
any more to be ‘roadkill’

Whether there will be employment
opportunities, in the educational and
horticultural areas

81

Biodiversity and education

82

Environmental, Educational, Visitor interest
drawing huge numbers from all over the
world. I have visited The Eden Project and
would love something similar on my doorstep
Great use of rehabilitated land, tourism
attraction - resulting in direct and indirect
benefits to the local community.
Environmental benefits, educational

83

All
I haven’t seen enough yet to make an
educated comment

The benefits that the designers are hoping to
achieve including the environmental benefits

None at this stage, it looks great. Having
visited the Cornwall site several times, love

Nil for the moment, but once up construction
phase starts, perhaps a weekly update on
progress via your website.
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opportunities, a showcase opportunity for
Alcoa

the visual attraction of the biospheres- so
hope they could be included!

84

An inspirational place to motivate a large
volume of people to think about food systems,
ecology, culture. A world class destination
based on making the world a better place.

Don’t know enough detail, but I hope the initial
vision doesn’t become a watered down
version of a brilliant vision in order to satisfy
squeaky wheels and small interest groups. Be
bold!

Access from the hinterland, ie not from great
ocean Road. Alternative routes from princes
highway / Cape Otway road

85

STEM sustainability education

Too early to know

The plan for pedagogy and education

86

SUPPORT FOR SMALL BUSINESSES IN
THE TOWN

THE GLASS DOMES SHOULD BE
INCLUDED LIKE THE ONE IN THE UK

OVERALL IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY
FROM A ROADS PERSPECTIVE, THAT IS
EFFECT ON ACCESS TO THE AREA AND
THE TOWN ETC

87

Sense of connection with the sea

Nothing at the moment

88

Regeneration of a barren site, unique tourist
attraction, boost local industry
Educational

I’m worried about the lake - how and when it
will be filled and connection to the concept.
Everyone is avoiding the question. Thank
goodness it’s raining!

Connections to town and the roads. Also what
it might mean for area 6

89

education and conservation

?

Conservation elements. I see lots of
possibility, but have no clear idea of how it will
be. NOT Disneyland please.

90

Restoration of indigenous habitat

There must be careful consideration as to the
impact of increased human traffic on a fragile
environment - we don’t want to go backwards

Environmental impact, traffic plan

91

Natural, eco tourism, science ...

Ensure there are multiple activities so people
can spend multiple days there, visit
regularly...

Accomodation, activities (water sports ?)

92

Environmentally appropriate use of this land
with visitor interest
Reclamation of abandoned land, creation of a
national asset

Unsure

All

I’m not sufficiently across the detail to
comment

It’s planning and development

To develop the scared landscape leaft by
Alcoa.
Employment opportunities

Can't say haven't read up on the concept yet.

The whole thing.

93
94
95

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

Access to the site. How is the major increase
in traffic going to be managed?

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

[REDACTED IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION]
I visited the Eden project 3 times once as a
student and twice with my kids I get it totally
words cannot describe how terrific this is for
Anglesea and Australia and boy do we need it
at the moment
Remediation, education, employment

Probably not a lot Australia so desperately
needs conservation education

Jobs I would so love to be involved in the
planning installation and on going maintaince
, it’s what I have been trained in [REDACTED
IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION]

Include some accommodation

Progress of planning and employment
opportunities

98

Regeneration of sterile site in an absolutely
magical part of our coast.

A huge need to really carefully evaluate the
impact this will have on local community and
the Great Ocean Road.

Progress and new developments.

99

A sustainable tourism opportunity which
benefits the local and wider communities and
acknowledges the indigenous community

information about how the Surfcoast shire will
assist or not in infrastructure ie roads in/out
and how that may impact on ratepayers

Further info on the wider design of the space
not just the main buildings

100

It is the rejuvenation of an industrial area.

More information required

Traffic Management on GOR & township of
Anglesea? Impact on local businesses in the
same market as the Eden Project?

101

Tourism

Unsure

Everything, don’t know too much about it

102

Anglesea desperately needs a new lease on
life to complement the natural beauty of the
beach and the bush.

Traffic congestion is easily managed and
should not be a determination factor in
whether the project goes ahead.

Relevant information will I am sure be
provided in due course.

103

Restoration of the natural environment.

Less man made infrastructure

The environmental impact of the area due to
the likely increase of tourists to the area.

104

Environment and sustainability education and
positive jobs for local community
Creative rehabilitation of coal mine impact on
local environment

Nothing
More direct engagement with the local habitat
and its Indigenous ancestors through both
direct physical and reflective

Concept design after community consultation
and with Indigenous leadership

Restoring the scar of the mine site. I also can
see benefits to the local community for
providing jobs, and a world class stage to
showcase the Great Ocean Road. I would
love it to focus on teaching of fire, flora,
orchids and our undeniable and unique
environment
Reforest and rehabilitate the land whilst
providing access to the area such as
ecotourism

Vision and clear allowance for management
of accommodation and traffic managementparticularly during peak times. I believe
footpaths into the main town (via river) to
allow for a safe link to the site. Discourage
traffic to use Camp road to visit site.

Road and traffic management, protection of of
small coastal village to ensure it retains it
village character. Our area is very unique and
needs a vision to celebrate it in a eco
sensitive way.

96

97

105

106

107

Accessibility and functionality

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

108

Environmental

None concept is inspiring

Everything

109

Education, tourism, job opportunities, hope for
the future, sustainability
The environmental and having a moderating
influence on the other tourism and residential
proposals
rehabilitation of the site and education,
especially young people

Not sure

Horticulture/ Arboriculture

Not sure yet

What is going in the domes? Is it heathland
and vegetation as in the Otways?

Need to know more about impact of increases
to visitor/employee numbers.

What it could look like, how it would work,
what sort of staff it would employ, how it can
support Anglesea and surrounds to cope with
the increased numbers.

110

111

112

Consultation with First Nations peoples

113

Recreating something beneficial and
educational from what is currently wasteland

Addressing concerns about the local
community being overrun by visitors

Regular updates on progress

114

Preserving the environment and not turning
the town into a for profit theme park.

That depends on the detail! I must say if a 3
question e-mail is the extent of what you call
feedback then it's pretty insufficient. For a
start the project could be improved by making
this feedback page meaningful. As a
permanent resident of Anglesea I have a
deep suspicion of "community consultation".
In the past this has been a case of - consult
the community and then ignore them and do
whatever we want. A quick 3 question survey
leaves me feeling deeply suspicious that you
don't want any feedback, that this is about
other people making money and whether that
benefits our community or not is irrelevant. So
here's the first area of improvement - actual
consultation, transparency and
accountability.. .

Everything! See you in the memorial hall.

115

The environmental rejuvenation of the
previous coal mine

More comprehensive consideration of the
volume of increased visitors and its impact to
local community lifestyle and ensuring its not
a gateway project for further development

Beside the concerns from question 3, more
details about the educational aspect to visitors
and what they would take away from their
experience if such a project was to be
completed

116

All of it, I WANT Anglesea to move into the
21st Century. Hopefully the government/s will
get on board and upgrade the roads to
facilitate growth.

I'd really like the lake to be "fishable" as well
as just beautiful. This sort of thing will draw an
influx of even more tourists than we already
have....so I have BUSHFIRE concerns.

Where future development might lead, new
infrastructure offshoots

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

There's only one road IN and OUT of
Anglesea.
117
118

119
120

Tourism, local jobs, rehabilitation of the site. A
fantastic idea and use for this site.
Restoring barren earth into something not
only economically beneficial to the area ,but
breathtakingly beautiful If is anything like the
Eden project, which I have visited and which
is a day I will never forget.
Something natural and beautiful for future
generations to have
Restoration of the mine site in such a way that
the environment benefits

Do not really know enough to make an
informed comment. Perhaps just to ensure
that the project has parking and entry to to the
project as we well planned and implemented
as at the Eden Project. There it is really.
Very efficient and effective.

More details about the eco system(s) they
will develop.

As a wheelchair user I want to ensure that the
design allows universal wheel

Design particulars referencing access for all

to all members of the community
121

Nothing

Terrible idea for the town. Anglesea does not
need or want this project

Numbers of tourists who will visit. Impact on
current traders.

122

Remediation of the environment and a joyful
creative addition to Anglesea

As much of the land available from Alcoa and
state government should be handed to the
charity to manage.

Traffic flow and perhaps on-site
accommodation options for visitors.

123

Innovation

At this stage, only have minimal press
releases to go on and much of those details
refer to England

Size, intended use, initial cost and
maintenance costs and who pays those, what
further development o f the project is
available, and who will be likely users,visitors
and numbers.

124

Restoring the area to it's natural state

The size. Anglesea is beautiful because it's
small. I don't think a man made tourist
attraction fits with the town's feel

The environmental impact, tourism
management, profiteering, environmental
impact

125

Restoring natural beauty

Not sure

Coping with lots of visitors

126

Unsure, I have not been able to find any
detailed information. Sustainability and
education have appeal to me
Environmental Tourism, regeneration, walking
and bike example
Environmental impact, bringing jobs to the
community, great tourism for the area,
another point of interest for all the kids that

Not sure

All of them, particularly the scale

127
128

Regular updates
Traffic management especially in summer and
during high fire season , there needs to be
another road from to back to avoid the great

Traffic plan, accomodation plan, impact study
on increased tourism

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

come to anglesea on camps, beautifying an
ugly site

ocean road , need to outline where the hotels
are going - can anglesea cope with this many
visitors?

Creating a tourist attraction, drive for the local
economy. Spotlighting sustainability and
reversing environmental damage
The concept of remediation and returning this
land to nature

Management of him larger numbers of visitors
would affect the area
This should not be a commercial venture.
Anglesea is special because it remains
relatively undeveloped. It does not need
special attractions. This space should be
returned to nature.

I would like to hear options about returning
this space 100% to nature.

131

Opportunity to address regional sustainability
issues

Narrow in focus. Could have negative knock
on coastal impacts. Need to integrate vision
with a sustainable development of whole of
surf coast. Opportunity to establish joint
venture rail link from Geelong to Warrnambool
via Anglesea and other key locations. Would
solve a number of different problems at once

How it helps address broader regional
economic social and environmental impacts
for the region?

132

Community connections, energy renewals,
educational opportunities

Please ensure community are actively
represented

Continued information about how Project will
manifest in Anglesea

133

Providing a recreation precinct for our children
and future generations.

Planning for visitors specifically the road
through Anglesea which is severely
congested in holiday periods.

Planning for traffic especially the great ocean
road through Anglesea as visitors plan their
holiday on the area especially during peak
holiday times. Planning for bushfires. The
great ocean road is the only road put of the
area at present and it would get blocked in the
event of a fire by departing cars and also may
be cut off by fire. This has happened before.

134

Rehabilitating the site

Really concerned about the ability of the town
and roads to absorb more people visiting the
area.

Road and traffic management. Ability of town
infrastructure to have significantly more
visitors

135

The environmental rehabilitation of the site
and the creation of unique interactive open air
spaces to be enjoyed by a diverse range of
visitors.

More acess to walking trails, horse riding and
biking trails throughout the larger area. A
stepping point for exploring the wider
Anglesea Heath.

What activities are envisaged for the lake
area. Possible on site accomadation in the
future?

136

Community focus

geotechnical stability

water level and coal stability

129

130

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

137

I think to regenerate the Alcoa site into a
dynamic and interesting environment is a
positive

I have a number of concerns

How increased numbers of the public will
affect the local environment at Anglesea. For
example increased volume of traffic,
increased volume of people using local
facilities

138

Rejuvenating the land and providing a
outstanding community environmental hub

Haven’t seen the plans yet

Getting involved with the landscape design
and sustainability

139

All

Nil

Approval date

140

A complete revamp of the site as opposed to
the mining industry concept of “rehabilitation “.
Benefits for local community and business as
well as for tourists. A focus on sustainability
and harmony with nature rather than
utilitarian, economic-focused environmental
degradation and exploitation.
Sustainability and local jobs/economy

Remove the smoke stack

How it will help to promote better
sustainability practices more broadly within
industries that have terrible reputations for
destructive practices and stranded assets.

?- too early to offer an opinion

Local trade

Not sure

Funding and business model

143

Positive for the environment, employment
opportunities
Environmental education tion

Don’t know yet

All of it

144

Positive use of the land

145

Eco-tourism and learning about the
environment

My main concern would be excessive
population pressures in a small town.

How it will be developed, how the extra traffic
and visitors will be managed

146

Having visited England’s Eden Project there
are too many brilliant ideas to mention, but
the whole environmental / sustainability of the
project is fantastic.
Education on sustainability

Just improve on what’s already been done

We’d love to be kept updated.

Promotion of active lifestyles

All of it

141
142

147
148

Land use in an environmentally useful and
educative way. Employment.

149

A positive return back to the environment
along with the potential of eco tourism
benefits to the local community & Great
Ocean Road
Rejuvination of the site is win win for all
aspecrs of Anglesea

150

All of it

Traffic access - both locally and highway,
when in holiday season, the roads are already
blocked back for kilometres.
initial planning at the moment but see all
elements as a positive

Eco tourism and including walking & riding
trails

Not sure

All

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

151

Anglesea already lends itself to eco projects
with a myriad of group, camps and natural
beauty, so this project makes absolute sense
in every respect

Having seen the Eden Project in Cornwall, I
would be very confident of the delivery of a
wonderful facility that will be self sustainable
via tourist interest.

Economic viability, although I would be
comfortable based on the UK experience

152

Great for the community

153

Eco focus

Need to allow for greater traffic flows and
build a bypass around Anglesea

Traffic management, increased need for
amenities (hotels, restaurants, et) to support
the development

154

Preserving the environment for the future

Road access / traffic is an issue. Impact on
the Anglesea river if water is diverted for the
proposed lake.

I am unable to get to the information session
so details on the overall concept would be
useful.

155

Educating about and protecting the fragile
environment

More thorough environmental impact
statement

All planning information including
infrastructure e.g Road and traffic implications

156

Tourist attraction

MTB trails and hub

MTB trails

157

The level of forethought and planning that has
gone into this proposal.

Will comment once I have absorbed a better
understanding of the detail.

158

Design, plant choice and tourism
impact/benefit

Has their been a tourism impact/feasability
study? Could this be better placed
somewhere like the Latrobe valley that
doesn't have the tourism Boom of the Great
Ocean Rd?

I am looking forward to seeing a more
detailed design

159

Too early to say

All

160

Sustainable re-habitation and long-term
tourism boost to the area
environmental regeneration

161

Understanding the fragility of our environment

162

Rehabilitating the mine site to promote
sustainability and highlight the importance of
the fragile eco-system of Anglesea and the
surrounds. By creating a positive eco-tourism
experience for visitors and a community
meeting place and center for the permanent
residence and visitors alike

0

0

More details regarding the planned
buildings/structures on the site and their
intended functions.

More detail about community involvement,
how this will benefit the whole Anglesea
community, create jobs, include our young
people and how it can be accessed by those
living in Anglesea. Would really like to see not
only the history of place and environment but
ways of educating public and supporting
projects of sustainability moving forward. A
vision on how to support the eco-systems of

How to become more involved, who profits
form this project, how it will give back to the
community and more details about what it will
look like.

Survey
Number

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

the great ocean road through increased
tourism and how to protect what we still have.
163

Increase in employment and tourism in the
area. Showcasing the areas unique
biodiversity and hopefully educating people
on this

You need to address traffic management from
the outset. There is already a bottleneck at
the bottom of Camp road and visitors to the
centre could add to this

How it will be a part of the Anglesea
community

164

Restoring beauty and increasing accessibility

Road access to this project not affect camp
road traffic

All information

165

Planting and sustainable tourism

Recreational walking and biking paths around
perimeter

Indigenous planting

166

This is an ideal concept reclaiming a
degredated site to an evironmentaly
acceptable outcome

It is not clear whether the eyesore of the
power station smoke stack will be demolished
and removed

Site clean up

167

education, employment, tourist attraction

out of my league

employment opportunities

168

None. It is a glorified theme park that can only
be viable (like the original in Cornwall) by
charging exorbitant entry fees and exploiting
staff by very low pay rates and appointment
on no minimum hour contracts.

It could be done by one of Australia’s many
community / environmental groups rather than
a UK based company.

1. Why there is a high rate of complaints from
staff at the Cornwall site? 2. Why does the
Eden Project website claim involvement in so
many projects around the world that do not
exist or have been cancelled? 3. What will be
done to ensure that if this project goes ahead
that the on/going maintenance and
refurbishment costs are guaranteed to be
available from the project company so that
they do not fall back on the community or the
state? 4. Will the detailed financials from the
operation (including payments and licence
fees) be made available to the community (as
a “not-for-profit” or “charity”). There are many
others but these suffice for the moment.

169

Regeneration of the Alcoasite,encouragement
of visitors to the area which will support local
businesses & recreational facilities
Community education about the Surfcoast
and in particular the Heathlands environment
with encouragement to engage in its
preservation.

Ensure the Anglesea River is also maintained

Access to the area - roads & parking

Until more details are known it is difficult to
sugest improvements

I am okay with the information to date and will
be attending a community session.

All

none

170

171
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172

All of them

Very few. Get started.

Interested in knowing about access points,
parking and the impact on traffic.

173

The educational value and also the tourism
value of an environmental sound
redevelopmemt

The water flow to the Anglesea river must be
improved...relishing that it will never get to the
levels it enjoyed while Alcoa was active

Water flow...educational value and
revegetation

174

The fact that you are engaging with the
community about what they might like to see
post-mining

not sure

Modelling of potential economic benefits to
the community. I don't believe the "at least
300 FT jobs"

175

Knowledge to teach and show our kids

Not sure

176

Rehabilitation and repurposing of they site
that will provide both environmental and
economic benefits to Anglesea and district.
Exciting addition to the Tourism product
offering in Victoria
Showcasing Anglesea's biodiversity and
employment

Clarity of purpose (which on - research,
conservation, education or economics?) Also
clear on Alcoas requirements to remediate
site.

Happy to keep myself informed via website

Transport / Road upgrade plan, traffic
congestion (roundabout in the village)

protection of native species, (no introduced
species) and transport plan

178

Revegetation

Some kind of transport plan.

How can the roads service more visitors to
the area?

179

Maintaining the landscape and preventing
neglect

Impact on locals. It may become too busy for
local road networks

Impacts on the beach

180

To encourage the transfer of information and
sustainability

perhaps incorporating a dedicated education
centre

the design and what you have in mind what is
the flora you will include

181

Tourism

Day spa like hot springs

Every thing

182

Education

Don't know enough about it yet

Everything. Will attend one of the info
sessions

183

Environmental outcomes

Haven’t seen the plan, community has not
been consulted so how can we answer

Size, infrastructure, environmental damage

184

Educating locals and visitors about the
environment
Employment and land regeneration

Not enough known as yet

Residential land sales, accomodation,
employment

Education in the natural environment, it's
importance and vulnerability. Sustainability
education. Couldn't be more important to

I would love to see opportunities for artists,
especially those whose art promotes
connection to nature.

How it will be run, as a business or an
organisation?

177

185
186

Everything

Survey
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Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
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instill empathy and a sense of connection with
nature.
Fauna/Flora Conservation

Conservation

Wildlife and flora conservation

-

Funding

it should be bigger and bolder

how nature will be brought back to the mine

190

The benfits it would provide to the
environment
Development, nature and visitors it will bring
to the surf coast.
Conservation

This project lacks involvement from the
community. Longer discussions and
involvement with community members are
required. This area is so crucial to many
plants and animals. Introducing further
infrastructure may be incredibly damaging.

How is public safety going to be managed.
Thousands of visitors use the great ocean
road alreaday. It is a high fire risk area. How
will this be managed?

191

Eco tourism

More clarity around offering and partnerships

Who is the target audience and what is the
size of the tourist market.

192

Lake

Deeper lake

How deep will the lake be?

193

No benefit to Anglesea or it’s reside

It should not proceed

I don’t want it in my town

194

Rehabilitation of the site, ecotourism

Unsure

Conservation opportunities

195

This has a huge potential for Anglesea. To
grow the environment that made the coal
initially could be fascinating. Victoria lacks a
dedicated freshwater ecology center, and this
project could really deliver that.
None (based on watching your video), but I
will attend the community consultations to see
if the plans for Anglesea look more
appropriate than the Cornwall development

Exploring the connectivity of eden Anglesea
to the otway national park, i.e trailhead hub
could be a huge opportunity

Very interested to hear more about any
element of this project

The way it looks, also the idea of attracting
more visitors to Anglesea over the Summer
period when the town is already over-capacity
and over-crowded horrifies me, so I don’t like
the idea about more accommodation and
retail areas, so perhaps keep that to a
minimum

All of it

I see the benefit in telling the story of the
transformation from a fossil-fuel extraction site
to a sustainability centre. I think it is valuable
as a model for transformation of other former
mine sites around Australia. I love that it will
help people learn about and celebrate our
local ecology.

I would love to see a working demonstration
solar farm or wind farm to communicate the
transition from fossil fuels to renewable
energy that our world urgently needs to
complete. Inviting thousands of new visitors
needs to be extremely well-planned to prevent
disruption to residents, and to provide

How the infrastructure requirements of
thousands of additional visitors would be
managed.

187
188
189

196

197
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sufficient infrastructure to not cause more
congestion and risk in fire season.
198

revegetation of area and using the hole as a
body of water

There doesn’t seem to be any clear info on
what it actually is??? What kinds of
structures, what types of ecotourism would be
involved. It seems very pie in the sky with no
real detail

All of it

199

fantastic use of mining site and a brilliant idea
to support the community by offering a tourist
attraction
Education

I haven't yet read all the plan

how big it will be access, the cost of project,
possible expansion

Space dedicated to children’s learning

Children’s dedicated area

increasing visitation to the area. but more
importantly appealing to people who value the
environment and seek to be informed and
inspired.
Education

none

what elements are proposed.

Unsure as yet.

Impact, positives or negatives on water in
Kuaka Dorla catchment.

Environmental education. Historical and
futuristic
Low impact, sympathetic to the environment
and educational

Have not yet seen an details

Detailed plans

The community needs more detail about
exactly what is proposed, where, how it fits in
with other plans for the Alcoa site and what
the implications would be for traffic, noise etc.

All aspects (see above)

205

Unique development conscious of the locality
and not in the hands of the local greenies

Unsure as I am not entirely aware of what is
proposed

all of it

206

Not sure what the elements are to provide a
comment

Unknown

How will it be accessed so that it has no
impacts on local roads

207

employment

the duration of waiting

more information - not just for anglesea
residents

208

Environmental education, the tie in with the
site/area formation over millennia & giving
people a fabulous reason/opportunity to stop
at Eden Anglesea
Environmental education; protecting the local
indigenous species; providing a sustainable
water source for Anglesea River

Nothing

Just to stay informed of the project
progression

Traffic management into Anglesea esp. Eden
site during peak summer holidays

Education plan, esp for pre-school and school
aged children. Opportunities for community
involvement.

200
201

202
203
204

209
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210

Increasing tourism and education

Unsure

211

Mine rehabilitation, community-building, food
security, helping people feel connected to the
landscape, eco-tourism (with some caveats),
hopefully good engagement and opportunities
for local Indigenous peoples

It seems that the Eden Project in Cornwall is a
community hub. I hope that the Anglesea
project will become similarly embedded. It
seems as though there is a lot of community
engagement already, which is great. Also, I
noted the stated commitment to engage and
collaborate with Traditional Owners, which is
great. For me, that is the most important part
of the project.

I want to work on this project! I have
experience in community
engagement/consultation, urban design and a
range of other things. [REDACTED
IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION] it's been my
dream to one day work for this organisation. I
really want to be involved and would love to
know if there are any
work/volunteer/internship opportunities.

212

The general idea is beneficial in nature,
removing a destructive concept and putting in
place something beautiful is a great idea.
Attraction of tourists all year round, work for
locals, sets a high standard for surrounding
development, brings money and commercial
stability/viability to town future and further
investment, in keeping with ecology and
community values
None - we don't need to attract more tourists
to our area.

Possibly a swimming hole or something alike
that

How close it is til construction

love It! Better than I ever dreamed to hope for

When will it start and how long will it take.
How can I help get it off the ground?

Scrap it and just repair the damaged site

None - have visited the one in Cornwall and
wasn't impressed.

I believe there are a number of positives:
rehabilitations of a coal mine in consultation
with a proven partner - the fern project. This
will benchmark best practice and innovative
thinking for all the other coal mines which will
close in the next 20 years. The Anglesea
heath is an amazing environment and has not
been showcase for all to see and understand.
The rducational opportunities for school kids
through to people of all ages will be great. So
much potential. Education for staff and
volunteers, creation of quality jobs with an
ongoing future rather than low level hospitality
which is mainly those in coastal towns. It will
bring a great natural attraction to Anglesea
especially showcasing the biodiversity of the
heath.giving the surrounding towns better
employment opportunities. A draw card for
day trips, a destination for cruise ships
coming into Geelong. So many opportunities.
Importantly in our increasing dense cities with

I think the traffic is going to be a huge issues
especially in the summertime and that must
be addressed. Enduring that valuable land is
used for housing going against the
consultation in 2016.

How it is ensivaged occurring- consultations,
timeline, proposals to manage the increased
traffic. . Managing the tourism opportunities
so the town isn’t overrun

213

214
215

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

Survey
Number

216

217

Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you see the most
benefit?
apartment s and big rise the value of nature to
ease people ‘souls’ is so important.
Recreation for people of all abilities.
Incredibly creative and very exciting

Rejuvenisation of mine, local jobs, education
centre, brings in economy to Anglesea

Q2 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept do you think could be
improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

There is NO information on how Anglesea
and Surfcoast Shire will cope with the amount
of traffic that will come to Anglesea. NO
consideration of what happens if there is a
bushfire. Routes in and out of the place must
be considered.

Traffic congestion, roads in and out of the
site.

Complete an impact study on effects, traffic
management plan, bypass road, emergency
plan for high fire danger periods,

Impact study, how will you ensure jobs are for
locals, ( perhaps you can sponsor students
through a whole variety of courses so they
have a job when they finish) what’s the impact
on housing - will it increase rent and demand
increasing rentals( it’s already hard to find a
rent

Don’t want it at all. Too many visitors to our
sleepy seaside area

218
219

The Eden Project is a good concept but NOT
for Anglesea. Anglesea's natural resources
are already groaning under the weight of too
much tourism. While the environmental focus
of the Eden project is admirable, development
would be detrimental and would change the
nature of Anglesea FOREVER.

THe project should be about rehabilitation of
the environment and the river, not about
bringing in extra tourists to the area. It should
not be used as an excuse by Alcoa to rezone
and build extra accommodation and
residences in Anglesea. As stated before, a
major tourist development will change the
face of Anglesea and the Surf Coast forever.
The original community consultations appear
showed a serious concern by the community
regarding overdevelopment of the Anglesea
area. Features such as the beaches are
already at capacity during the summer period.

There does not seem to be any concrete
plans, just concepts at present. Would be
good to see concrete plans to rehabilitate the
land and particularly the river.

220

Rehabilitation of the mine area. Employment
for local people, and from areas nearby.
Education for visitning schoolchildren (to
camps in Anglesea). Education for locals
about conserving the Anglesea heath, and the
same for Australian visitors. Fun. An inspired
use for the hole in the ground.

One concern is the traffic going through the
village of Anglesea, which I think the by-pass
road will handle. I would prefer there to be a
road north of the mine area, rather than
Coalmine Road. I also hope that this would
keep visitors out of the village, as I dont think
it could cope with much more traffic - in the
summer, and on any holiday or weekend.
Also, I hoe the scientists can solve the
problem f the quality of the water - which I

I woould be iterestd to know if you are
planning some gardens - vegetable and fruit,
as in England. I think this woud be wondrerful,
for all the same reasons you have established
them in Cornwall. I would like to be involved in
that if it goes ahead. I am also interested in
the possibility of facilities for concerts and
performances. Anglesea really needs a
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know you are well aware of. I think the whole
idea is fantastic. Well done Alcoa and Eden.

bigger/better venue for functions than the
Memorial Hall

221

Has the potential to make anglesea a
destination and also teaching people about
sustainability can only be a good thing

Would like to see more on what will happen
on increased traffic to the area

Sounds to me like the project will only tack up
a small area of the mine what is the plan with
the rest of the land?

222

A superb envonmental initiative that will give
integrity and opportunity on many levels

Not across this enough yet, but very inspired
by what I see so far

Sustainability opportunities, work and
education opportunities

223

I think generally it's a great concept!

Keen to hear of all developments and further
information.

uncertain - but - some form of accomodation/
eco cabins that would encourage visitors to
spend time exploring the hinterland / region (
Not just day trippers being served !!)

uncertain - but - the project is vast enough to
warrant considerable support from State and
federal government - and they should be
involved

225

The opportunity for large-scale education and
connection with the natural world to promote
and encourage people to live in a more
sustainable way on the planet.
It is the combination of the elements that
together provide a "critical mass" that
underwrites a successful outcome - other
wise we face a wish mash of vested interest
groups/ causes that could never agree or
work together
Rehabilitation of a toxic eyesore

226

Educational conservation

Road infrastructure around the town

227

Jobs for locals ! I would also hope it gives
Sponsorship to the local sporting community

No chimney stack ! Recreational use of the
lake

228

I would prefer the area in question ie old site
of Alcoa and mine left to form a natural lake.
Anglesea does not need to have such a
project as the Eden Project. There is
absolute natural beauty all around Anglesea
and this overacted oversized idea of the Eden
Project would spoil the natural beauty. The
proposal if the lake I agree with - but leave
any other development out of the equation.
There’s been enough development happening
elsewhere along many coastal towns - let’s
leave Anglesea’s true natural beauty to shine.
Educating visitors about the environment as it
was, as it is, and how it could be into the
future. I see an opportunity to transform

Anglesea is a quiet little beachside village one of very few like it along the Great Ocean
Road - Anglesea does not need big corporate
business coming in to change the
environment of Anglesea.

I think such a project will destroy the low key,
quiet, relaxing feel we all have about
Anglesea.

I feel that the 'concept' is so broad at this
stage that it is hard to say. Generally,
considerations should include leveraging

more info on proposed structures,
environmental impact (on native species and
natural environs moreso than the running of

224

229

Why make an unusable lake ? I dont want
more tourists or shops, i live here because its
like it is not for what it could be
Potential employment in the conservation
sphere
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Anglesea into a living example of a village
that can live sustainably in its natural
envrionment; this requires considerable
support and collaboration with the Eden
project and other orgs and gov.

existing networks of people/orgs involved in
wducation, science, sustainability. Design of
whole area should include connected network
or active recreation routes (wlaking, running,
mountain biking single track) and opportunity
for passive engagement (eg. watching) with
wildlife and natural flora.

the operation), inclusion of Aboriginal history,
culture and heritage, impact on the primary
school

230

Hopefully you though of helping our wildlife

Conservation

Conservation and protection of wildlife

231

Opportunity to help Anglesea transition to
100% renewable energy.

Outline how the EPA team will work with the
local community to increase the share of
renewables in and around Anglesea.

More detail about how EPA will be 100%
renewable.

232

The return of the land to it's natural state,
education about how to care for our
environment
social and environmental impacts

Reduced retail and commercial

Plans for traffic management and
retail/commercial facilities

It is hard to say while it is in it the
development stage. It think the community
engagement is a critically important aspect of
the project.

I would be interested to know about how the
project will impact the economy of the local
community in the construction of the project.
Employing local businesses to undertake a
majority % of the build.

234

Just about EVERYTHING...we will need to
find traffic solutions for linkages to the main
town of Anglesea. Camp road is very tight.

I wish I had such a clever mind but I don't. I
have faith in the Eden team based on their
projects so far.

I will stay connected through the journey and
hope to be a regular visitor once open.

235

None have stood out yet

Visitor parking

236

I think all elements are a benefit. And great for
educational purposes
envorimental

so far the concept looks great

business and work oportunities

237

Sharing sustainble knowledge

Reduce traffic on Great Ocean Rd. Anglesea
cannot handle " thousands of visitors"

Environmental/sustainable construction and
interpretation

238

It would be fantastic to see a real vision for
the site that embodies all the Eden concepts
and encourages local Artist inclusion as there
is a large art community within the Surf coast.
Ecological rehabilitation is also paramount
and local groups combine with Council to
facilitate local contribution.

Broaden to include vistas from the existing
preserved mine chimney - journey to the "air"
in real terms.

All - i think it is fabulous and as an architect, i
am very excited by interesting buildings. The
earth project needs to include the volcanic
(Lava) aspect evidenced along the coast near
Aireys, and the Lift /Shift at Point Roadknight both pointing to the natural features where
visitors can be encouraged to explore beyond
Eden to the real natural coastal phenomena

239

Earth and Water

Earth and water

Would love to just be along for the
journey....nothing specific

233
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240

Environmental education and first hand
experiences

Not sure

Environmental education for children. Use of
native plant species. Collaboration with
Waddawurrung people.

241

Pathways to be wheelchair accessible.
Integrated bike park

Indoor interesting, interactive spaces with
accessibility

Please look at CHANGING PLACES toileting
facilities

242

Providing an exemplar of taking what is a
damaged and neglected sites and
transforming and rebirthing it into something
useful and beautiful. It also becomes an
example of how we can, as a community,
expect industry and the Government, to
remediate environmental damage and change

We need to understand the broader
community impacts and how we can leverage
real value from this for local residents and
visitors alike. Issues such as affordable and
luxurious accommodation need to be linked to
this. Particular liaison is need with local
school recreation camps to form partnerships
and leverage additional educational value

Community impacts and mitigation strategies,
greater transparency of governance and
funding (where is Alcoa in all of this), how this
may influence other plans by Alcoa to use
their large and remaining land holdings (do
we run the risk of supporting a rejuvenation
project and ending up with planning approval
for sprawling suburbia in Anglesea

243

everything, only good can come out of such a
project, from planning, construction and jobs
and education. the involvment of the
indigenous people and local community is
amazing.

can, will students (tertiary level) be involved

everything - i have only jsut learn of this
project. id love to know how i coul be involved
and thep potential job opportunities are/will be
available as a conservationist and land
manager

244

The rehabilitation of a large, unused space in
a superb location

245

Beautification and sustainable use of an
abused natural area

I believe it is heading in the right direction.
Very positive.

I hope there are more community
consultations/awareness sessions as I was
unable to get to the previous two. We are very
keen to see this project in Anglesea.

246

Local jobs and work for indiginous population.
Looks very impressive - hope it comes off.

Main concerns are the traffic in summer,
people will not come to Anglesea as they are
going via Colac - so we all miss out.
Another concern is the problem of sewerage must be treated and not just let out to sea.

247

Mine restoration

248

Education - educating our children about our
amazing environment and sustainability.
Making more people aware of how we can
have a positive impact on Earth.
A very positive concept for our town, bringing
our community together to work for something

Traffic management, tour operators, road
access
As long as the infrastructure is considered:
roads, parking, etc

I would like to be informed on the progress,
outcomes of the community consultation
session.
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amazing. WOW
Education, education, education!
249

Making Anglesea a better place to visit and
live, not just stopping point for a short time.

250

Transformation of a blighted area into
something worthwhile

Consideration of housing which is affordable.
Redress traffic - easy means of access which
will not affect residents.
Assume that it will not spoil the tranquality of
Anglesea.

Housing
Traffic
Plans for areas north of the water.

251

Allowing visitors to see and understand the
facinating species diversity of the Kuaka Dorla
catchment.
Providing opportunities for loally raised young
people to explain their home to others and
earn money doing so.
Educating visitors about Fire.

Tear that bloody chimney down

All aspects

252

Redevelopment of an ugly site.
Exciting concepts for education, restoration.
Asset for the region, wonderful concepts.
Have seen Eden Project - very exciting.

Can't contribute yet to this. Too early. Looks
exciting.

Road access
Traffic flow
Employment opportunities

253

Whole concept is so needed on our plant, we
need more "Tim's" out there. So ferently
hope this all goes ahead.

you've nailed it

In full agreement

254

Attract visitors to the area.
Restore existing vegetation.
Provide employment.
Provide learning environment for schools.
Educate visitors on maintaining the
environment.

255

pretty pictures, no detail

256

The attraction of visitors to the area not only
Anglesea but Great Ocean Road in general.
Would draw tourist to Anglesea like the 12
apostles does to the Great Ocean Road
Concept has strong potential as an
educational tool to be used by many.
Would reclaim the area to its natural eco state

Maybe over commercialising of the area
above and beyond that shown to us, but it still
needs all the facilities to sustain the
attractions.

My first impressions were great, get it planned
and started, the quicker the better.
Don’t let the greenies poo hoo the concept as
used in this area to get council working on
planning permit.
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to be shown to many.
Would stand alone as our area of Victoria.
257

Environmental education.
$s for local community

Will the existing smoke stack be removed?
Whether there will be a bypass and where it
will be if there is?
Traffic management
What other development will there be: tourist
accom, hotels, etc. Retail - will it compliment
Anglesea's current feel?
What will be in other Alcoa freehold land?
Will there be a negative environment impact
on local wildlife?

258

Employment for locals.
A project like this will have a very positive
association for Anglesea to the natural
environment.
A project like this is much more desirable than
an empty mine site.
An excellent education facility about our
environment (love the concepts of Earth,
Water, Fire and Air).

No helicopters please.
This is a huge project. As a permanent
resident, I am happy to have the mine site
rehabilitated, but I do no want it to impact my
life. I do not want helicoptors arriving and
taking off.
Traffic congestion on the Great Ocean Road summer is already a huge issue that impacts
everyone.
The community as it is needs to be seen as
just as important as the project.
Tourism will change many things, but we also
need to be considered.

Traffic plans
Will there be accomodation?
Plans for a helipad? Please say no!
What sort of employment do you expect after
the project is finished.
Thank you for the opportunity given to us to
consult about this project?

259

A positive use for the area.
Education on mmultiple levels.
A means of giving back to the community.
Employment
A water catchment for emergency bush fire
control.
Fine example of what a corporate citizen with
the appropriate attitude can do in
collaboration with a responsive and thoughtful
community.

Given the concept incorporates 4 elements
which, of themselves cover a multitude of
activities, concepts and prospective
expansion. I would imagine they will allow for
that change.
As the development proceeds and, given the
speed with which technology responds and
new frontier found, I believe the original
concept as envisaged, will easily
accommodate and incorporate these
changes.

I believe the concept has been well
presented. As it becomes viable in a practical
way, being kept up-to-date would be great.
Politically this should be a bi partisan project
being in everyones benefit. Congratulations
to Alcoa and best wishes to the Eden Project.
Any nay sayers should be ignored.

260

Converting a potentially toxic wasteland into a
beautiful eco park and tourist destination,
providing employment and its regional flow

Family attractions interactive exhibits

Employment opportunities - artwork proposed
(my daughter - painter, wife - muralist/potter)
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The risk is the main issue when the existing
population of 2.5K is tripled in summer
season and then if we can expect to see an
estimated 2,000 visitors to the centre each
day. The escape routes out of Anglesea
including townships further down the GOR,
eg. Aireys Inlet people would be insufficient
and problematic. Need to see a bypass road
plan around Anglesea, eg. along Mine Road
and Aireys / Anglesea Road, to feel that we
would be able to exit before an emergency
situation.

Town planning re-routing Eden Project
Visitors from Anglesea township.

on, encouraging government investment in
infrastructure, especially roads.
261

Rehabilitation of land scar.
Tourist destination.
Employment of local HR ans suppliers of local
produce / services.
Education of visitors to site.

I am a ceramic artist and I would like to know
what local artistic / creative opportunities
would be open in the design / development of
the earth, wind, fire, water, concept.

262

The potential of making Anglesea a
destination rather than a toilet stop.
Growth of people staying longer, ie. Rather
than 1-2hours - 1-2 days.
Long term employment for locals.

263

Preservation
Education
Job Creation
Conversation Starter
Income for the Town
Trail blazing - no other town in Australia has
anything like this

Concept is a great place to start and we need
to deepen the conversation and co-creation of
solutions to the concerns of some locals, such
as traffic, income for the town and existing
businesses, environmental impacts, etc.
An investment solution/option for locals would
be awesome to explore.

What happens next?
Can we get involved in specific working
groups on key issues?

264

Preserving the natural environment and
providing educational opportunities for young
people and others.
Also creating jobs for local residents.

Not sure. I think you have done an incredible
job of informing the community off your
proposal.

Traffic management. The residential streets
in Anglesea (O'Donohue Road, Harvey
Street, Noble St), are already carrying too
much traffic and I fear this development could
create havoc.

265

The natural elements
The lake
Environmental aspects

Traffic management

266

Best thing to hit the Great Ocean Road since
the road itself. An absolute game changer for
the Surf Coast.
Apologies for any negative comments you
receive as people have no idea how good this

Just lucky to have you considering the site.
Like the RBG Kew Palm House undersea
tanks would be good.
More connection to the sea.

Employment
I am an ex RBG Kew student - horticulturalist.
I have a lot to offer you in planning, building
and education. Not too many Australians
have worked in glasshouses.
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is. I've been to the Eden Project 3 times and
its sensational.
267

The educational aspect.
The efforts to incorporate/preserve the natural
environment.
The willingness to engage with the
community.
The humanist underpinnings of the Eden
Project.

Like to see more of an emphasis on
sustainability/environmental issues, eg
climate change/renewable energy, etc), not
just paying lip service to "eco-tourism", eg.
Will the facility be solar-powered?

How it will impact the town.
How they propose to manage the influx of
people.
How they will positively contribute to the
natural environment.

268

Getting more people interested in how they
impact the environment and how we can
teach children and overseas travellers how to
appreciate how precious our earth is.
Also to extend the tourist season from 3-4
months to all year round (within reason and if
infrastructure can support more people)

More community consultation about what they
are doing - further information on
infrastructure in and around Anglesea.
Who pays for this increase need in
infrastructure, ie. More roads / toilets. Is this
going to increase residents rates?

everything

269

Project holds great potential in helping
Anglesea to become an environmental
sustainable town. Love to see Eden
contributing on a wider scale by possibly
working towards producing an alternaive
power source to the town. Could it also be
feeding funds back into the community in
terms of dune rehabilitaion, planting and
community projects that extend town wide
rather than confined soley to the Eden site.
Give the Anglesea residents something to be
proud of town wide not just Eden site.

Fire risk
Traffic Management
Road infrastructure? Who pays for it?
Entry cost to locals
Local facilities, rubbish, cleaning,
management

Cost to locals
Consultation
How are you quantifying the public opinion?

270

Revegetation for Alcoa
Education opportunities for students and
population
Recreation, ie.walking, canoeing
Local indigious interaction

Access to the mountain bike area that will be
displaced. These were consulted on and
have been ignored.
Opportunities for camping - lower cost simple
facilities as school kids, lower socio economic
families, cannot afford to stay here. Perfect
opportunity to have school campsites
adjacent.

Details?
Education, camping opportunities
Mountain bikes single track - 40cm wide trails

271

Educational
Tourist attraction
Reclaim Mine
Environment around mine reclaim
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Fantastic concept
Marvellous for Anglesea
Hope it is a success
272

How do you prepare to generate a return on
your investment?
How will thousands of people get into and out
of the site?

273

I don’t see people using the lake for
recreation - swimming, canoing, sailing, etc
Will the water quality be safe?
Will the wildlife be able to use the area?

274

We have an opportunity to preserve the
remaining small native animals that still exist
in the area. With any luck their numbers may
be able to reach sustainable levels once
more. A regenerated, fenced, safe area will
be of benefit to them, to the environment, and
in the long term to all of us.

275

Development of a site previously inaccessible
to the public.
Wonderful environmental educational
opportunity for all Victoria on our doorstep.

276

Having a vision for the future
Earth, wind, fire, air elements
Tie to Indigenous culture

277

Positive - Beautifully and rejuvinate a disused
mining site, however
really need to consider impact to area. Need
to consider transport access, accomodation
Angelsea already at breaking point in
Summer holidays and GOR comes to a
complete standstill.
Current round about solution is a complete
failure.
Please dont make this all about profit

Will the water quality be safe?

The plan B too ambitious. It's hard to get $1M
investment ideally, let along $150M
Most of the comments I read on the board
(sticky labels) are concerns, eg traffic,
amenities.
It is hard to have a vision with such myopic
thinking.

Funding
If private investors what are the commercial
trade offs
How will this relate to the Great Ocean Road
experience
What is the role for the new Great Ocean
Road Authority on this
really need to consider impact to area need to
consider transport access, accomodation
Angelsea already at breaking point in
Summer holidays and GOR comes to a
complete standstill.
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278

Showcase horticulture can achieve
opp for students to learn world class skills and
knowledge and put into practice
Excellent for the General public to see how to
correctly save a damaged environment

I like everything i see
Main concern - traffic flow all year round, but
particulary in the tourist season - I live local
and know first hand how bad it can be.

As a horticulture teacher at the local TAFE I
would like all info available so we can help as
much as possible

279

The whole thing will be fabulous for Anglesea

280

none

traffic

281

People visiting all year round

Traffic, what will happen with the rest of the
land?

282

everything

283

Revitalising Anglesea and opening up
amazing spaces at Anglesea.
Providing learning opportunities about the
natural world to a diverse audience.
Opportunity for partnership with Gordon TAFE
conservation and land management
courses/students

Things still need to evolve: parking, traffic
management, bushfire risk planning
I really like your community engagement
process and the way you provided so many
different levels of engagement of the
information session.
Gave people so many people opportunities to
provide input in so many different ways. Also
very informative and approachable

284

Reclaiming land using indigenous plants
Engaging local Wanawarrung elders in the
design and running and ongoing promotion of
the site
Opportunity for Angelsea to be the gateway to
GOR
A place for generations to come

Careful, sustainable access to the site be
considered
Do you park off site and buses into site, rather
than parking on site
Educational opportunties - link with local
primary schools to develop sustainability
curriculum

285

Attracting many more vistors
however what provisions have been made to
evacuate these people in case of fire?

286

Benefit will be in local jobs and business
Education about the local heathland and
environment - our unique local heathlands is
terrific
Great opportunity for schools groups/youth
camps (few thousand students visiting each
year) to learn about rehabilitation and the
environment. The same can be said about the
older generation, learning how to care for the

The quality of the water in the lake must be
solved - I believe is being addressed.
The idea of a bypass road will take the bulk of
the traffic away from the village.
i am not sure that 2000 more people per day
could be accomodated in the township of
Anglesea.

Water - where is it coming from
Parking
Roads/traffic
any progress /update reports

Wonderful opportunity for our village / state /
country.
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environment.
287

Education for schools
Income for local shop owners
Tourism increase

More emphasis on how the project will not
overly affect the pressure on roads
Potential for housing and other ways even
can benefit the town itself

How it will impact the Anglesea River

288

Potential revegetation, the ability for the
community to be involved in the process, it is
not just a commercial precinct.

Detail of the proposed infrastructure such as
restaurants, hotels, retail, etc. The footprint,
height, style, numbers, etc. It is very hard to
have an opinion without understanding more
about what is actually proposed.
Road networks
How it can be ensured the proposal doesn't
put the lives of residents at risk due to fire
risk, as the road is already a bottle neck over
summer and state government policy states
that development should not increase the risk
to existing residents.

Areas outside the Eden Project, such as Area
8. I am very concerned about the potential
size of the development in other areas in
particular the commercial development and
do not have any understanding re numbers,
size, heights, design and how these will
complement the Neighbourhood Characteer
Overlay Schedule 3.
Consideration should be given to retaining the
bike park as it could complement the
proposal.

289

Beautiful sustainable concept that wants to
support the existing community values as well
as provide economic growth

More notification regarding information
sessions
Continued transparency regarding project
timelines and data collected.
Answers to questions regarding water, traffic,
fire safety and other infrastructure that will
inevitably result.

Outcomes of data collected on the project
Transparency
Timelines

290

Education and recreation precinct
Sensitive to the local context, but contributing
to the community journey to advance
sustainability

Traffic generation and management need
careful consideration
Water management and the relationship
between this project, particularly the lake and
the health of Anglesea river.

Water management strategy
Traffic impact assessment

291

Focal point and centre of excellence for
enviornmental sustainability with potential to
educate millions of people who live in, or visit
our beautiful coastline.
Inspire a better way of living

Wont know until we get more info
Concept looks good

Emphasis on education and behaviour
change for visitors. Will people leave with a
new sense of responsibility and for
themselves? (personal health and wellbeing),
others, community and planet.

292

Great addition to the education experience
that students already come to Anglesea for.
Could potentially benefit students who wish to
continue their education, eg. Like an

Don’t see any issue, problem for most people
will be in the detail.
Impact in terms of life for residents, critically

Projections around vistor numbers
Government infrastructure changes to
accomodate
The degree to which Anglesea Eden Project
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Q1 - What elements of the Eden Project
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improved?

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
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apprenticeship / university studies that Eden
Project Cornwall offers.
For business it would certainly improve
Anglesea's attraction as a destination.

infrastructure, noise
Hope for significant community consultation

will be different to Cornwall, and more than a
concept of the final project

293

Making good use of an ugly mine
Teaching people about the environment, in a
safe and contained area, but giving them a
sense of adventure.
Bringing the local indigenous people to have
their say (important) and show thier heirtage
to us all
Please keep the smoke stack - paint it
Make into a look out

294

Retaining, promoting, nuturing the incredible
biodiversity of Anglesea region is paramount
Numerous benefits to the community, with
considerate thought and planning this will
provide a unique destination along with all the
otther wonders in the region. But care must
be taken for it not to be distruptive to existing
character of Anglesea and the region

Do not over do the [rominence of the built
structures. Even though I am a retired
architect, I think the balance between the built
structure and the natural structure is
important. The blending and melding has
huge potential to make this an Iconic Project.

As the project develops, I would be extremely
interested on how my queries are dealth with.
If this is maximized, the project will sell itself

295

Help regenerate the mine site
Serving as a model for sustainability
Educationing people / residents and visitors
about sustainability concepts and about the
importance of conserving the environment.
Creating potential jobs for locals
Attracting visitors to the area.
jobs for locals
tourism

As this is at a preliminary stage its hard to
comment as details and specifics have not
been released yet:
Managing extra visitors to the area
Traffic management
Water conservation: its not clean, where
would the water com from both for the lake
and the small settlement

all of it

296

Not sure on the eco-tourism claim?

More focus on local conservation
Fire risk keep refering to local indigenous
groups
Keep public access available to locals for
Recreation
Keep accomodation minimal

How is Alcoa's conrtibution working?

The whole area should be returned to a
natural state

Traffic flow
Area 10 activity

297

Road access - fire etc
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298

Bringing young people + children to Anglesea
Brilliant for the 21st Century
Learning abut how all the elements of the
project will help understand environmental
needs, etc.

How the locals will have information and
decision making in the process
Fire danger considerations

299

none

Scale right down
Aboriginal imput

Concerned about commercialism of the
project
Detract natural beauty of project
Traffic for the town of Anglesea especially
Camp Road.
Anglesea will lose its character and small
town appeal , how does this project retain
this?
Bushfire contingencies

300

World class enterprise that is based on solid
community values
Much better than possible alternatives
Opportunities for young families remaining in
the area

The project is still at conceptual stage so
difficult to say. Involement of all aboriginal
communities and a greater input by more than
a single isolated individual

buses, toilets, roads and accomodation

301

Community engaging in nature
Environmentally positive
Engaging people in nature

302

Turning the site into a creative possibility
Strenthening the viability and creativity of
local Anglesea businesses
Creating real sustainable jobs for locals
Turning the "problem" into a commercially
generated possibility

Ensuring there is local community
involvement in some way, but is not
dependent on paying entre fees, eg. music
events, creative art events.
Linking to the whole interpretation of the GOR
- ensuring these are crried through all the way
along the Great Ocean Road, to protect the
wonderful textures that currently exist.
Effort for supporting reusable energy
generation be considered
Flexible approach to water management
Ensuring there is a connection in landscape
planning all the way along the GOR
Ensuring high quality design principles

303

none personally for me
good for the economy

More cafe and food facilities in the
development to take the pressure off
Anglesea
Provide a ring road (behind anglesea) through

Water studies for the lake on a 30 year
projection of available flows
Traffic management study identifying
increased traffic due to the development and
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the developement - so traffic on GOR doesnt
go through Anglesea

options to address,
please publish these on website

Where is power coming from? A great
opportunity for renewable energy project in
the town. Involvement at local schools.

Accommodation - what type and scale.

304

Great educational opportunities for local
community and visitors. Love the concept and
possibilitues for immersive education

305

It's a beautiful mine, it doesn't need a big
project

306

Jobs, Australian Tourism

The elements that ensure it is sustainable

Free accessto the precinct

307

Concern for the impact of the town

Return the land to its original state.
Community is successful the way it is

Use of the lake, what studies have been
completed to determine the impact on town
traffic, sewerage etc. Are these studies
accessible? How will community support be
determined? Will we have access to final
reports detailing community feedback? How
will the community kept updated?

308

Education, eco-tourism, encouraging
sustainablity & biodiversity - reclaiming
degraded landmine

Economic cost, detail on
roads/accommodation, trail running and bike
tracks, bike park.

Cost, time frame, land reclamation and
renewal, employment, smoke stack removal.

309

Wonderful for the community, local and
nearby communities
Inspired by the whole concept
Awareness of rehabilitation of the natural flora
and fauna in the area - rather than something
which could have potentially been a
"commercial horror"
Education learning by default is great.
Fantastic opportunity to showcase our unique
environment. Terrific for kids.

Road access - great if there can be a road
north of the site.

310

Education
Conservation
Tourism
Fantastic opportunity for Victoria

Locals need to know more about the impact of
traffic

Anglesea River
Protection of flora and fauna, wildlife

311

Rehab of environment
Showcasing best practice & sustainability
Saving/increasing habitat for local flora and
fauna

Working with Govt to ensure traffic flow
doesn't damage Angleasea and surrounds
Amenity and liveability

Project progress
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312

If done well (big If) - opportunity for education
about the local environment
Development in conjunction with Parks
Victoria and other already existing groups
(DWELP) of centre of excellence for
Environmental Protection
Using a destroyed space to develop a specific
use for the future

How will it succeed financially?
How you going to get people to stop and see
without massive signage?
Apart from walking through "4 Element"
experiences what do you do/see?
Explain where the hundreds of jobs are going
to be and who will really be paying them extremely expensive entrance fees aren't
going to attract visitors.What jobs and who will
pay?
What retail is proposed?
How is it commerically viable?

Who exactly is behind the project and why?
Details on costing, timing, existing GOR
issues (traffic, fire, crowds)

313

If we have to have something, best in the
world is good
Can keep separate from town
Encouraging about solving traffic problems
World's best practice
Scared by optimistic

Small town could be swamped
Something at far end of the road more useful
Environment overrun
Road/traffic problems
Must be positive impact on town
Traffic already uncontrolled - how to solve?
Should be world class (healthland)
Focus on small scale environment within the
vast scale.
Drawing tourists further along GOR, visit this
then go home, miss much of real
environment.
Final instalment at Portland, to finish the
journey

Design
Scale
Traffic Mgmt

314

Limited information being made available so
difficult to comment. Hope that the
community consultation will be appropriate
and genuine but have extreme concerns
about this.
If this can be done with minimal impact on the
local environment and community it may be
okay, but I am very concerend about the scale
and the drawing of visitors to outside of the
town.

Concerned about the impacts on the town and
surrounds due to the lack of infrastructure to
support such a project.
Feel like there is a lot that is not being said
here. There needs to be consideration to the
proximity of the primary school.
Vehmenantly opposed to extending town
boundary and development of Area 10.

Consulttion plan and what is intended to
occur.
What will be the impact on the rest of the
zones be very concerned around Area 10 and
accomodation areas close to the primary
school.

315

Great use of a vast space that needs
rehabilitating sensitively. Exciting concept,
but one not without some potential issues. It
will create a beautiful area that celebrates the

Concerns regarding visitor numbers that will
either overwhelm the town of Anglesea or
completely avoid it as people journey directly
to and from the site without bring their custom
to local shops.
Lack of accomodation in town for visitors to

Timeframe for completion and plans for traffic
and visitor management
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best nature has to offer in this region and it
can be shared with visitors and locals alike

visit and say in the area, but do not want to
over commerialise the town with
hotels/resorts, etc.
Concerns with traffic / access down already
slow on Great Ocean Road.

316

Education and science sharing
Rehabilitation of old mine
Creating a destination with focussed interest minimising impact on the balance of the land
Great for children / education for all

Great concept, well done

317

Visions for former power station and link with
Eden project. This needs to be developed
under many of the guiding same principles of
the Eden project.
Some details of how this site will be rezoned
and how potential partners could engage with
this site would be useful

318

Preserving health land and bush /
convironmental education, promoting
oboriginal culture
Art works
The seed bank sounds fantastic
Gardening Australia, last night had a segment
on the new breakthrough in growing native
bush orchids, this could be introduced.
Reintroducing and protecting fauna
Fantastic Idea

Focus on environment plants fauna.
Move to top tourist attractions / flying foxes,
but underand the tourist dollars will be very
useful.

319

Education
Reinvigorating the environment
Involvement of the Indigenous community
Local jobs
Inspiration
Overal positive for the local community
A way to inform visitors about how to look
after their environment, including the
Anglesea area
It’s a fantastic opportunity to show how a
significant project can work with the local
community, not only to harness the optimists

How will it benefit local community and wildlife

Q3 - What elements of the Eden Project
Anglesea concept would you like more
information about?

Roads, access, long term planning and traffic
management

Addressing issues raised by community, ie.
Traffic, accomodation pressures, etc.
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but to engage and hopefully change the
pessimists.
320

Regeneration of natural elements to enhance
the local natural beauty
To enhance the landscape to what it once
was, with a 21st century forward vision.

Management of expected influx of visitors on
existing infrastructure, ie. Local amenities,
toilets, and especially the road network,
already struggling to cope with peak season.

321

Beautifying the old Alcoa mine site.
Bringing public attention to our Great Ocean
Road area.

Plans for traffic which will increase in the
area. I really think a bypass road around
Anglesea incorporating access to the Eden
Project site and existing along the Great
Ocean Road beyond Anglesea + / or Aireys
Inlet is a necessity.

322

Fragility / robustness of Plant Earth?
Young people, locals elsewhere,
connectioning to nature (the 4 elements) and
science.
Getting politicians out of their anti-science,
anti-nature
A fillup to the regional economy.
Getting people to realise you can spell it
either Anglesea or Anglesey, depending
where on the plant you are?

Need to plan for a 1-100 bushfire, so road
access is vital; to include a 2nd route way in
and out of Anglesea (Coal Mine Road)
Water management - need to pipe treated
water in (from sewerage farm in the Bellarine
or similar)
Social division: property interests V "We like
this as they are", so an overall plan of
framework as to where extra development
across the township can go.

Bushfire Management
Traffic management
Water management
Proposed development site in the township
Signs of federal (Henderson/Coker), State
and local council collaboration?

323

Sympathetic regeneration of a destroyed site.
In favour.

Infrastructure - roads, affordable housing

roads affordable housing

324

Promoting natural environment, seed banks
Educating visitors
Jobs for locals
Focus on climate change if possible
Education

Would it be free? Free for locals?
Would we have access to the environment
around it?
Can we get more information on the
"elements"?
Is it a static "exhibition"? Or would it change?
Re water elements, what is the reference to
Point Addis? Its not clear. How is it joined?

Information on the impact of Cornwall Eden
Project on the local communitry? Pros and
Cons. What studies have been done on
proposed impact to local community? Traffic,
accomodation, town character. How do we
preserve current benefits of living here? Love
the idea of the project, but concerned there's
no future projections in the discussion.

325

Employment for variety of people
Opening up Anglesea as a year round
destination
Improving the environment
Planning for the future
Bringing new people with lots of skills to
Anglesea

How to mitigate against fear of traffic
congestion and lack of affordable housing for
workers in Anglesea
Links with educational groups in Geelong Tertiary, secondary and primary / early
learning

How can local people be involved from the
beginning?
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Flow on benefits to Geelong area in
employment, finances and environment

How can local people be involved from the
beginning?
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326

Continued linking with Mt Rothwell,
biodiversity and getting rid of weeds and
ferals an absolute priority.
Linking with local artists.
Shuttle buses from Avalon Airport and
Geelong train stations.

Anything, as it is progress

327

Opportunity for a small scale, appropriately
scoped project which is respectful of, and
designed, tto enhance local flora and fauna.
If done in consultation withlocas and local
experts, there is a possibility of a great
educational facility that supports and respects
the loca, environement and community.
This project, if done right, could set a
benchmark for other areas surroudning it. Low
scale, environmentally, respectful

Ensure the scope and scale don’t have
negative impacts on the perfectly functioning,
little town we all love and live in.
Design needs to be more relevant to loca
landscape + flora + fauna (no fake rocks)
I am concerned about the impacts of visitors
could swamp and irrevocably change the
town for the worst.

Impact studies
Access - which roads - what infrastructure
required / impacts on existing.
How this might be looked at holistically with
other areas surrounding Area 6.

328

Creat local jobs
New business opportunities for local
community
Terrific opportunities for aboriginal
employment and businesses
Puts Anglesea on the map and has something
to offer local, interstate and international
tourists
Promotes unique connection between the
community and the environment

Stronger aboriginal connection and
involvement
Local content / businesses to be used in
construction of process

Traffic flow and management
Don’t have accomodation in the site, allow
local community and businesses to benefit
from accomodation demand.
Love it, great project

329

Thought of being able to utilize a pre-existing
area for many community activites is very
exciting. The inclusion of education,
indiginous studies and recreation all provide a
terrific and considerate way to showcase this
part of the great ocean road.

Need to convince the minority of detractors

Everything

330

Diversity of flora and fauna
Protection of flora and fauna
Education of flora and fauna
Access to flora and fauna
Access to recreational trails for walking, bike
riding, bird watching.

Road strategy - GOR, Coalmine Road
Access from Eden Project to Aireys Inlet and
further without going through Anglsea.
Future plans / investment in upgrade in GOR.

Traffic, parking, road upgrade, access
concerns
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everything

Access to the water body. Use of the water
body to flush, fill and replemish the Anglesea
River
331

Recreation
Returning the bio-diversity of the area.
Adding another dimension to cultural + eco
tourism to the area

Not informed enough about the project to give
a detailed response, but access roads to the
development is an important consideration.

332

Utilisation of space
Environmental design
Jobs for locals

Consideration for performing arts venue;
similar to Ukaria in the Adelaide Hills,
sculpture garden, local artists

333

Think this is a great project, please make it
happen.
Think it is a marvellous project and will be
very good for locals and visitors alike
It will inform people of the wonderful things
that the area is about.
Your project will take away an ugly mine site
and fill it with beauty, interest and information.

Concerned about crowds and traffic.

How is the road and traffic to be managed,
particularly in the summer.
Evacuation for a bush fire, at the moment, is a
worrying prospect. What can be done?

334

Education, inspiration, regeneration

More food e.g. urban, indoor food production

Opportunity to get involved

335

Long member of primary school, excited
about using the space for education.
Would be popular doing the GOR with
knowledge of what is here.

Education facilities easily accessible for
school camps (of which there are many).
Believe 20,000 children attend camps around
this area.

As a member on Angair, would like to help
with this project

336

337

Watertight environmental/scientific
management of exotic and non-indigeous
native plants to ensure no impact on
surrounding national parks and natural bush.
UK operation is in farmland. Please protect
our heathland / woodland / forest ecological
communities.
I see value positions on all sides of the
concept and potential for many layers of
knowledge integration across a wide range of
stakeholders and community.

Have only attended the Anglesea drop in
session and it looked and sounded from the
people I spoke too, to be a very well thought
out concept.

Potential to upskill and inform visitors through
to locls on sciene, environment, sustainability
is quite facinating and enriching.

The challenge is always in the transition
phases with projects like these - To maintain

How Australian tech businesses can be
involved.
Science and tech aspects and issues specific
to the location and environment
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focus and mitigate this information with open
access knowledge platforms.
338

"Anglesea, the surf coast and victoria in
general will feel the positive impact from such
an environmentally social and sustainable
project in this pristine (existing mine
excepted) and sensitive coastal area where
the bush meets the sea."
Future generations will be the greatest
beneficiaries from the lived experience of the
four major concepts and there impact and
interconnection with our superb flora and
fauna.
I am particularly excited about the educational
benefits for all generations. Being based on a
successful concept in The Eden Project gives
me confidence the Anglesea Project will work.
Great news in this whole rather disappointing
mine rehabilitation saga of the past few years.

A little hard to say just yet until more detailed
plans are developed and presented
(hopefully) for comment.

Traffic/vehicle movement plans?
What ratio of private vehicles vs buses is
anticipated to transport the required daily
average patronage of 2,000 persons?
How to balance the positive commercial
impact on the town and food, retail, etc. with
the existing quiet township feel that so many
locals and newly arriveds aspire too?

339

Cleaning up the mine site
Putting something positive and beautiful into
the Anglesea environment
Making Anglesea a known cenre for
environmental awareness

Concept seems vague at moment more
information needed

What is the chance of it actully happening?
The plan of the proposed development, when
might it start and how long construction might
take.
Effect on land values of surrounding
residential areas.

340

Replacing the horrible hole in the ground of
the mine site.
Perhaps having a world renowed site that will
attract visitor to Anglesea

341

Protection of the environment
Educating young people about unique, as well
as being a family friendly project.

removal of chimney

342

Aboriginal history.
Conservation projects
Water quality
Better management of tourist influx
Scope for cultural/art events
Education of future generations
Local jobs

Less theme park
Display of local vegetation
Road access
Impact study a must
Impact on local development boundary
Impact on local school and traffice
No further development
No hotels restaurants, retail

As I own a house near the project I would like
to know how it might affect land values

Impact statement
Boundaries around development
Who are the investors
When does it start
Road access
Our town needs funding first with bike park,
foot paths, education funding
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Camping / outdoor experience for school
visits
343

Bringing awareness to this special part of the
world. Conservation pursuits, eg seed
collection, future jobs in this area - in
environmental pursuits. I love the complete
turn around for this part of our
bush/environment.

Ways in which the project can be linked in
with community involvement/activities. Traffic
access - how this may affect resident in town buses, etc.

Ways involved in the community can stay
involved/participate in? Needs to be an
active, changing project not a static park. We
currently have an active couple of groups Angair, Art House,Wildlife Rescue Group. etc,
which would likely want to be involved.

344

great idea, totally wrong location, access and
roads
Another gravel pit.
Access (in east) is problematic at the moment
- one road in and road out

access,

345

high standard education

traffic

346

Environment, bring back life to a damaged
part of our world

347

Education and community involvement
Visionary concepts along with the integration
of the environment

More transparency on various stages of the
project and budget.

348

environmental education for childrren

reduce size by 90%

349

Environment
Vision for our past and future
Such an opportunity to do something great for
our future generations
Thinking globally not just narrow local

Include accomodation to keep tourists in the
area

timing

350

Education
Remediation
Employment generation
Innovation
International acclaim

Like to see complete creative license for
bringing the vision to reality. However, in
order to get to this you will need the social
license. That is the naysayers need to be
placated. Most importantly the traffic
generation and its impact on the Great Ocean
Road. This must be addresed at the same
time, otherwise the blockers will erode and
undermine this vision.

Traffic management plan. The GOR cannot
cope with further increases in volume of cars /
buses. We need a second road option.

351

Conserving nature
Drawing attention to our natural heritage by
educating others, we can spread the reason

Delighted to be able to learn about it and have
community consultation

How traffic could be managed, eg public
transport to and from

More details on the overall concept plan and
the timeline of implementation
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Theme park vibe of the plant. Anglesea is a
unique small seaside, bush location. I've
seen where the Eden Project is in Cornwall, it
is a completely different environment, open
farmland, no remnant natural vegetation. This
concept would look completely out of place
here. I moved to the area because of the sea
/ bush / small village feel. This would change
the feel of Anglesea in a negative way. I have
only recently moved to Anglesea and this
project would impact on my living here.

Traffic control, roads are narrow, are we going
to have a freeway through the town?
More houses will become Air BNB, making it
difficult for locals to seek long term rental
More shops, the whole appeal of Anglesea is
its not like Torquay or Lorne.

and desire for its protection.
Creativity - allowing imagination projects to be
fostered.
Drawcard for tourism
352

Looks like a theme park at this stage. Maybe
the replanting might be good, as long as the
planting is fitting for the area. At this stage,
cant see any benefits

353

If we are to have a resort in Anglesea, then
this is a good fit - surrounded by national
park, seascapes, natural wonders then far
better than another golf course.
Major concern is traffic. Needs to ensure
residential amenity of the town is not
compromised. Road bypass needs to happen
first, this is needed anyway. Summer season
is already bumper to bumper and clogged
roundabout. Must do something about this,
even more if Eden goes ahead.

354

Ecotourism, local economic benefit, focus on
the environment
Loal residents should reap the venefits in
terms of increase tourism, and putting a
spotlight or profile of the area.

Traffic management and control is an issue of
concern.
Any residential/accomodation should be in
Anglesea for proper benefit the local resident
not compete against it.
Opportunity for indigenous culteral exchange.

Traffic

355

Depends on all the details that are missing at
this stage
Enhancement and protection of the
environment
An improvement on the hole that’s there at
the moment

Local access to the lake is a concern given its
user pays.
Question that keeps coming back, what value
does this add? Ie. There's already a natural
environment, why is it necessary to build a
natural environment facility. What is the
value, is there in that?

Everything - how much would it cost to get
ine? What changes to road and
infrastructure?
What other elements if any are planned
around it?
Whats the long term plan? Is there a long
term plan?
What are the consequences for wildlife?
Resort, roads, infrastructure around it?
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Have indigenous community been consulted?
What does it offer for residents?
Why would I go there? What does it offer for
education?

356

Concerned that the Eden Project only covers
a small section of the old mine site

357

Beautification of the area, saving environment
Saving our local environment
My concern is the amount of traffic in
Anglesea. I live in Camp Road and see how
busy it becomes in Summer

358

Educational, tourism and rehabilitation of
existing site
Beneficial for our future generations

359

Opportunity to do something beautiful and
keeping in touch with nature

Possibly less infrastracture. Does it need to
be as big as the on in the UK?

Industrial shedding? New road access?

360

Not possible to determine what is the Eden
Concept. My assumption is that a "not for
Profit Organisation" has an idea to develop
part of the site and allow it to pay for itself.
Would it be about how the proposed
education outcomes align with Australian
Education?
I would like to see a list of proposed ideas and
how these marry with the concept plans on
display.
I would also like to see a 10,20,50 progress
plan around ownership of the site.
What changes to planning zones would be
required and "future" protect these so they
cant progress to unappropriate development.

Concerned about the amount of water
required to fill such a large area. Floating
islands and carrying water levels would
facilitate water quality improement quicker. I
worry about flows through the Anglesea River.
The Wetland / lake does not appear designed
to increase biodiversity and provide a variety
of habitats (it appears more as a dump).
There could be a larger focus on restoratioin
of flora and fauna and rescue and captive
breeding programs.

Interested in environmental education which
is engaging.
Like to know about all aspects of the plan.
Roadworks have begun on Coalmine Road
and a large amount of vegetation has been
cleared. Were the local conservation groups
given the opportunity to rescue plants from
this area?

361

Environmental education.
Concerns: Traffic, impact on infrastructure in
town, loss of coastal village character which
we treasure, loss of our peaceful, calm
lifestyle, result of many years hard work to
enable us to come here, Gold Coast style
development

Maybe it would be more suited to a town that
really needs this injection of commercialism.

Accomodation options - both staff & tourists.
Implications for area 10. Who will own the
land the project will occupy. Result of studies
done on traffic movement. Resolutions
envisaged.

Access
By pass of Anglesea
Develop Coal Mine Road to go through to
Aireys

How you will deal with the traffic and the
impact of so many people coming to our
delighful seside town. We do not want to lose
the charm of this environment and become
another Torquay
all elements
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362

Providing education to those who visit and
hopefully empower these individuals to be
more environmentally concious.
Generating a functional way to rehabilitate /
redevelop the mine site

Light pollution - wildlife will be affected?
Waste production by Eden Project - ensure
that there is minimal waste from retail shops
and cafes etc.
Reduce - avoid plastic and aim to have
reusable items.
Increased recreation areas and increased
conservation areas.
Increased indigenous education / planting /
seed collection and involvement

Further developments once the project has
been put in place? Is there going to be any
further development.
Traffic? Ensuring that access to Anglesea
isnt obstructed.
Bringing in soil? Vegetation from other
areas? Ensuring it links.

363

Protection / breeding areas for quolls /
bandicoots, Mt Rothwell connection.

364

Exciting project but don't forget local business
groups

365

Appears to be a great, high quality project.
Which will bring high quality "add ons" to the
district.
Great idea of Fire/ Water, etc.

As a Harvey St resident, I have concerns
about traffic management, local roads should
not become rat runs

366

High quality project with good aims and
principles that support our community and
show off our magnificant environment.
I would be very proud of such a project to be
in Anglesea."

Traffic management need to be looked at so
that visitors are not using our suburban
streets

367

Educating visitors, the general public and
expecially students on ecology, flora and
fauna, the environment

No provision for adequate access and egress.
The GOR will become a major road block,
endangering people during high fire risks.
Some of the construction is "over the top" and
not in keeping with the local landscape (eg.
The water element). The night element is
obtrusivie and the need for dark sky at night.
There is no emphasis on having only planting
which are indigenous to Anglesea and district.

All, but in particular:
road access and igress, local landscape,
target audience, environmental safe guards,
protection of local flora and fauna

368

Providing an educational facility for the benefit
of residents, ttourists and students which
focuses on indigenous flora and fauna to the
Anglesea surrounds, the environment and
rehabilitation of the mine site

Construction needs to be sensitive to local
landscape and blend into the environment.
Entry and exit needs to be away from the
GOR and avoid any build up of traffic
particularly during the fire season. The GOR
caannotcarry large volumes of traffic at
present and already presents a danger during

Species of plants need to be indigenous to
Anglesea area.
Protection of local flora and fauna.
Environmental safeguards.
Target audience
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fires.
Lightining up the sky at night is not in line with
the need for a dark sky.
Need to consider accomodation for those who
stop over en-route to other attractions along
GOR.
369

Perserverence with revegation of the
complete area in order to restore endemic
flora and fauna to the site.
The public relations exercise provided scant
details of what is proposed

More details, and an impact statement on
environment, planning requirements for the
Surf Coast Shire

Extent to which Revegetation and
environmental engineering on the site will be
carried out. Measures taken to minimise
environmental degredation caused by
development on the site

370

Regeneration of a degraded site by experts
who have already dealt with similar issues.

More detail on recreational activities

Recreation activites and time frames

371

Appears to have an aesthetic advantage, plus
educational and recreation.
It will be relatively remote from Anglesea
Village, so overcrowding and immediate traffic
problems in Anglesea fall away
5m visitors would be an issue on the GOR This will be a problem on the GOR if only half
go on down the coast, but that is going to
happen anyway.

A clear traffic management plan (including
parking at the site).
How will the lake be managed (exclusion of
motor boats / jet ski's etc - presence of which
will detract from the basic Eden concept.

Traffic
1 & 2 supra

372

The whole thing

373

Conservation, environmental opportunitie
Tourism
Becoming an iconic destination

374

Rehabilitation

375

Education of the value of keeping wild places
wild
Benefit to local business and employment

Not sure about the scale of proposed project,
traffic, killing what environment groups are
trying to preserve in this area.

What businesses are going to run this project
when complete?

376

Vision for site, engaging with the site,
sustainability, education

Traffic management
Indigenous focus and engagement
Waste management
Great concept whhich must now be grounded
in the challenges and realities of infrastructure
development and support

How to problem solve infrastructure demands
and impacts

Details on how and when
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377

What has happened to all the previous ideas
to transform this site?
Hope the concept does not end up as a
Disney type theme park?
Prefer the site to be returned to nature,
bushland, camping ground, school camp, etc.

Make it more about nature and not futuristic
buildings and concert venues

Roads, traffic, noise

378

Conservation of habitats and education
elements
Experimental journey
Breeding and reistablishment of native fauna
Employment of local people with a heritage
focus

Traffic flow through and into park / parking
Better understanding of impact on local traffic
The design of the wetlands and lakes to
ensure they are sustainable for the wetland
eco systems
Clarify how activities events / festivals would
be managed to minimize impact on facility
and surrounds

Camping, avtivity zones, social housing,
comercial activities, traffic flow roads and
parking, management of events and major
activities

379

Turning an area that has had devastating
environmental impact into a place that
celebrates the natural world and educates
people to connect with it. AMAZING.
As an Anglesea resident in her mid 20s, I am
excited by the variety of job opportunities, the
Eden project can bring. Not just the jobs
included in the project but the potential for it to
become a creative space for local businesses

A place for locals as well as tourists. A place
for local markets, events and outdoor music.

380

Serving as an example for the local
community and tourists / holiday makers in
ways to live a more environmentally
sustainable lifestyle.
Conservation and regeneration of indigenous
plant and animal life
Raise the aspirations of the local community,
ie more thoughtful design of community and
commercial areas, walking tracks, bike paths.

Addition of more public spaces, playgrounds,
bike paths, electric vehicle charging stations.

381

Rejuvinates the coal mine and gives
Anglesea a fresh new focal area.
An opportunity for Anglesea to have vissitors
to the area that will put $s back not just stop
for breaks whilst exploring the Great Ocean
Road.

Roads in and out and parking should be
looked at thoroughly
Anglesea river must be protected as a focal
point in the area.

382

Benefit of a high profile project for tourism

Detail of flora plannning

Impact on traffic on local roads
Carbon footprint of project and ongoing
carbon footprint

timing and approvals
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383

Australia is unique in the world, should
promote this fact. Would like to see this area
as natural as possible, not too many buildings
and all buildings done in materials from the
area.
Kayaking on the lake
Visitors have grown 63% great day trip from
Melbourne,
I'm excited for it to happen

Plant native shrubs to attract native birds

Access to area without having to pay

384

All 4 elements are beneficial. They are
building blocks. What a great legacy for our
children, "The contributions and involvement
of school children in its creation will be of
everlasting value."

385

Restoration of the mine site, regeneration, job
creation and environmental outcomes
beneficial to the community

Impact on local environment and traffic within
the Anglesea area

Traffic management local issues as an impact
on community services and access
information on job creation

386

Regeneration of the area, hopefully
consultation with traditional owners.
The existing chimney stack
Education, not exploitation of the land
Beauty of the flora
An antidote to Adani
Keeping Anglesea green
There will always be traffic - now people can
have stimulation or/and relaxation

Traffic management, duplicate road from
Waurn Ponds roundabout into Anglesea

How the existing stack will be incorporated. I
love it as it represents the history of the town.
If too many don’t like it - can it be build in by a
surrounding greenhouse.

The Eden Project board could influence or
even put pressure on Alcoa to offer geniune
affordable housing for the young people who
will be employed by the project. Housing will
be a key to the success of the project and
Anglesea needs permanent young blood.
Bringing in cheap employment from Torquay
and other town will simply cause more
pollution / congestion on the already badly
maintained roads.

387

388

A inspiring and ethical revegation of the mine
site. Could get Scomo on board to show
alternative ways to fossil fuels. Make the
whole site/project not powered by coal. Make

Make more of native environment. Blend it
into the bush and lake with a large indigeous

Numbers of people expected and if they will
be day trippers, year round seasonal event.
Types of jobs offered to the community.
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it a world first, to show this country what is
possible. Minimal emissons and buildt from
sustainable materials

focus. Make it a lovely building that stands
out and can be used for weddings, etc.

389

Any coherent project would be good

This is a vague concept outline. I need more
details before I can really have an informed
view. There's a lot of wishful thinking here wishful is good but detail will help

Where's the money coming from?
How do investors make profit?
Our roads are inadequate over summer, this
only increases concern - access roads.
How does climate change impact this project?
A lake in 25 years with our current rainfall?

390

Conservation, flora and fauna, connections
win Angair

Traffic plan
Such a busy area to bring more people into
Locals being impacted
Over burden on locals
Too big / inappropriate for our little town
Negative impact on local tourism

traffic, fire, water body

391

Future employment
Game changer for the Surf Coast + GOR
tourism industries. You can't see GOR / 12
AP + Eden Anglesea in 1 day
Scope to enhance environment in Victoria
enormous

Ensure there is good community access to
recreation activities in the surrounding areas,
including water activities, walking, cycling.
Ensure there is commitment and plan to
improve infrastructure (roads, toilets, rubbish,
etc) and facilities as visitation increases

Next steps
Funding

392

Education about our unique environment
including conservation

Would have liked to see what ideas the
traditional land owners would have for the
various concepts.

The process going forward

393

Example of transition to renewable eneregy
and potential for education on energy matters
Avoidance of an even bigger tourist
development

Traffic managmeent particularly along Camp
Road is a potential deal breaker. Anglesea
Road, Camp Road and both end up parallel
bottlenecks. Maybe a solution is to provide
access for cars and parking from Forest Road
(or an extension to Gum Flats Road). Limit
access from Anglesea to walking or biking
only (will be difficult if Power Station site is
used for parking - dont think it should be).
Stack should be kept and re-used. It is part of
the history now.

Access provisions
Road traffic
Type of jobs

394

I know the Eden Project UK (British), love
what you have done with the land.
Love what you plan for this space.
I know the public and community issues you
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might face and am keen to work with you to
educate and inform.
Beyond excited that this might happen here
on GOR and know the impact and positivity it
had for the UK Community. Good luck.
395

None - this will ruin our coast. We do not
need an extra 15 million people through every
year. I live here because it is a quiet town.
How is extra tourists environmental? The
traffic is already terrible in summer. If you
build another road that is more wildlife that will
be killed. I am 22 and have lived here my
whole life. I do not want to see my town
ruined. People live here to get away from all
that. Leave Anglesea alone. Stop trying to
make money off the environment. Anglesea
is not dying.

396

Making use of disused mine

How the holiday traffic would cope with extra
visitors. Presently traffic james at Anglesea
roundabout.
Needs a bypass road from the mine site to
Aireys Inlet.

397

Education
Environmental awareness
An exciting, amazing addition to the town

Possible extra roads for access during
bushfire season

398

Flora and fauna education in the Otways from heathland to forest to rainforest. All
affected by fire and water or lack of
The indigenous story - impacts on
environment, information on edible plants, etc

399

Fantastic use of an ugly landscape. The
opportunity to use the area for educational
and cultural purposes.
Hopefully it will bring people into Anglesea
and benefit local businesses and residents.

400

Benefits? What about the downside for
permanent residents?

Make sure everything reflects the local area
as in the Otways
Traffic management - encourage people to
travel inland, not on the overtrafficed GOP perhaps link destinations further on.
Make sure local knowledge is used - Angair,
AIDA, Friends of Eastern Otways, etc.

How traffic will be managed

timing, local and state government
involvement

70-100 Tourist buses per day currenttly
traverse the GOP (information from2 bus

Cost/benefit and financial records of previous
Eden projects. Full disclosure of company
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Traffic - at present Christmas, Easter, traffic in
the town comes to a standstill - where is the
traffic plan? Build a by pass road before you
build the project? Cost?
Sewerage - the towns sewerage system does
not cope at high peak times. Recent
residential development increases the
problem. Will Eden have a standalone
sewerage system or connect to town water

proprietors). GOR is said to be No.2, tourist
attraction in Australia. This concept will
enhance attraction? Will Eden do anything to
ensure tranquility and quality of life of
permanent residents?

P&L. Full disclosure of financial and business
records of all principals, board members,
share holdings, registered with ASIC, ASX,
ATO, etc?

401

Ecological restoration, local employment,
connection to land

Indigeous food, traffic congestion - already a
problem, climate change education in area.
How does it differ from a fancy park?

Details vague, how will it benefit permanent
residents other than a tourist destination, ie,
increased demand on limited facilities

402

The sustainability aspect and its great
potential for education

Details vague, only at concept stage, could
details be elaborated on further?
The need for a world class mountainbike park
would be more beneficial to the health and
wellbeing of the township

most of it

403

The educational element will be of the most
benefit, especially if it focusses on the
ecological and historical factors leading to
global warming crisis facing the local area and
the planet. Bush fires, loss of habitat for
indiginous fauna and flora through farming,
logging and housing development are all
factors to be explored within this projet. The
other major players in this project should be
the original custodians of this land. They
should be central to the formation,
development and ongoing life of the Project.

The elements of Earth, Air, Fire and Water
are a firm foundation for the development for
the project. However, I get the feeling that
Fire should be explored much more deeply
before any firm decisions are taken around
construction of buildings and amenities.
There is a paramount need for construction of
road access and more importantly escape
routes for tourists and locals who will be faced
with bushfires. Water is also of paramount
importance.

How much involvement will locals have in
decision making, eg. Design, etc?
What role will the CCMA and Barwon Water
have in the project?
What role does DWELP have in the project?

404

Enhances Angleseas culture for caring and
looking after the environment.
Offers employment for locals - youth, young
families, keeping them in Anglesea.
Education for our visitors (local &
international), sharing our beautiful village and
surrounds.
Education and training in the areas of
conservation, sustainability and the
environment, "future good of our planet".
Working with a Company/Organisation with a
successful proven record.

I would like an information night, with
information presented as per "Invite Only"
sessions, I feel I missed out on importnt
information. (I did enjoy the Open Sessions
and the staff were great with their responses).

I would like to be assured that the redirection
of Salty Creek would not have a detrimental
affect on the river
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The positive environmental impact of site
restoration into an environmental hub that fits
into Anglesea's strategic ethos of adventure
and nature.
The employment opportunities, and training
facility will assist in business growth for
Anglesea, and locals.
Education hub for tourists drawn to a project
like this, with a proven record internationally.
Highlights Anglesea as a progressive
environmental hub ensuring growth and
ensuring our services are maintained to a
high standard.

Additional information sessions would be
beneficial. I believe the information sessions
will promote confidence in the project and
ensure it acceptance by the Community at
large.

The effect if any on the Anglesea River.

Rehabilitation of the Alcoa mine site to stop
erosion, deal with the lack of water supply to
the Anglesea river.
Hopfully replemish the site with indigenous
plants not introduced species, used as an
area to educa+M171te people about the
environment.
Bring food and culture to the area

The infrastructure in terms of access to
Anglesea via roads; the public toilets with
tourist operators; sewerage treatment to
Anglesea.
River regeneration to increase the natural flow
to Anglesea.
Amount of people visiting and resources to
accommodate.
Cycle routes and walk routes in the area

Type of plants used in the project; hopefully
indigenous to the area; the river regeneration.

Turn unused space into beautiful area.

Traffic management through Anglesea needs
consideration.
The project will mean more visitors to
Anglesea so traffic needs to be considered.
One way on way to Lorne and then around
back of Anglesea on way to Melbourne.
Sewerage, where is it going? More people,
more sewerage. Needs a management plan.

Traffic and sewerage.

So far from what I have learned in the early
stages, it sounds fabulous an the best plan
touted for the transformation of the former
coal mine site.

Open transparency and available information
as it transpires - I hope fervently that our
community can whole-heartedly give this
project the thumbs up.

Upgrading the old mine (which now looks like
a scar on google maps) with beautiful, lush
outcome which future generations can enjoy
and learn about conservation and
sustainability.
405

406

407

408

Transformation of current disused mine site
into soemthing amazing and beautiful.
Community input and involvement.
Promotion and education about our unique
coastline, eco-systems.
Promotion of sustainability.

The status of the pondage into a lake
overtime.
The size of the training centre.

Sewerage treatment.

Planting, is it all indiginous to Anglesea are or
are you lokoing at introducing species.
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Education of our future generations (our
children) on ways to look after our natural
world.
The opportunity for our local community to
work together in a productive way to
showcase our beautiful area.
Employment opportunities.

Maybe try to calm negative peoples fears
about traffic volume, numbers of visitors etc.

Funding?

Arouse curiosity in natural force.
Educate in relation to the environment.
Jobs during construction and ongoing
research.
Example of open cut mine rehabilitation.
Ability to attract tourists as well as locals.
Consultation with local community. BRAVO!
Huge benefit for educational learning, re:
conserving our environment.
Job employment during and after
construction. Wonderful example of open cut
mining rehabilitation.
Great financial input into local community.
Fantastic tourist attraction for region
(especially Anglesea).
Great communication with local community

Short stay accomodation for visitors.

After going to the information session, I have
decided that this type of commercalisation
does not suit Anglesea.
We do not have the infrastructure to support
more people, vehicles at peak times in
particular, but other times also.
Would like to see Alcoa site developed into a
low key, passive recreation area with a cave,
board walks and bike/walking tracks/bird
watching areas and managed by "Parks
Victoria"

There is too much commercialisation with this
concept and too many unknowns with a
potential "Stage 2" of project.

Environmental education centre - potential to
highlight the significance of environment (re:
heathlands) around Anglesea.
Fenced area where native animals can be
kept away from pest animals.
Night sky tours/ viewings to learn about

Details of what it will actually look like.
Details of traffic management / impacts.
Any conservation of adjoining areas.
Potential accomodation / camping.

Assurance that Anglesea river water flows are
maintained for the local ecology.

More detail about the concept when available.

Access to ongoing results.

River flow to sea is not compromised.

Thought about short stay accomodation for
tourists.

Local ecology preserved.

Possible school stay accomodation.

"Stage 2" Development is a complete
"UNKNOWN"

The project would certainly produce
employment but overall, I think it would be to
the detriment of Anglesea.

Impacts of area around the mine area - don’t
want to see adverse impact on valued
heathland.
Traffic - concerned about potential traffic
increase in town and Camp Road in
particular.
Impact on community - concerned could
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astronomy.
Make most of cleared areas of mine.

further affect housing market and create more
incentive for short term accomodation vs
residents / families who live here.

That an opportunity exists to not only
remediate the Alcoa site but to develop a
"destination" Potential economic benefit

Plans for infratructure - traffic, parking etc,
Anglesea road as already a basket case.
Costings - what is likely? Who is going to
pay?
Is it likely to provide employment for
residents?

